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Chapter 1 

The Elegant Master 
 
A young man leant calmly against his hang gliding frame. The afternoon sun beat 
through the glider’s canopy, casting a blue light over his face. He fastened the 
harness on his chest and took a second fleeting glance at the distant lift-points on 
his course. He rifled through a small satchel at his waist and withdrew a Pokéball. 
 
     “Pidgeotto,’’ the man called, casting the Pokéball out ahead of him. 
 
The small metal ball span vigorously – it cracked open and returned to his open-
stretched hand. A bird-shaped sapphire light shot out of the ball and glided low 
along the rooftop. As it travelled, the glowing blue light faded to reveal a large 
brown and beige bird with elaborate vermilion plumage trailing behind. The bird 
pulled up into the air with a screeching call. It glided out over the city, beating its 
enormous one metre long wings only occasionally to stay aloft. The Pidgeotto 
circled and returned to its trainer. It slowed to a mid-air hover, beating its wings 
casually but powerfully to stay at head height of its master.  
 
     “I’m coming out for a glide,’’ the man informed his Pokémon with a grin. 
 
The Pidgeotto gave a coo of acknowledgement, and landed on the rooftop. The 
large bird strutted over to a coil of steel wire lying on the sun-baked roof and 
scooped it into its beak. The wire led to a spool attachment on the glider. A 
running take-off, and the Pidgeotto launched into the air once again with the wire 
in its mouth; the slack of the steel tether tensed. The Pokémon trainer tightened 
his grip on the glider’s frame and began to dash. The tether snapped taut, yanking 
the glider forward. Pidgeotto’s muscular wings led the vehicle forward with relative 
ease. As the glider picked up pace, the steps of the harnessed trainer became near 
anti-gravitational, he reached the edge of the roof and leapt out over the abyss. 
 
Heat beating from the tower’s side generated a wave of hot air that instantly lifted 
the glider into the sky. Rising quickly, the trainer lifted his legs back and upwards 
into the glider’s sling. His loose, violently flapping clothes came to an ease as the 
glider peaked, then smoothed into a slow glide. Pidgeotto released the steel tether 
from its beak; the wire went spiralling backwards, retracting into the spool atop the 
glider. Now free, Pidgeotto picked up speed and began practicing various aerial 
acrobatics. Pidgeotto swirled over to its master’s glider. 
 
     “How about that battle today, huh?’’ The trainer called. 
  
Pidgeotto screeched in return. With his body suspended under the glider, the 
Pokémon trainer’s mind was free to recall the events of the day. 
 



* * * 
 
A collective gasp shot out from a crowd of excited youths as Mareep side-stepped 
a speeding bird Pokémon. Mareep’s wool crackled with electricity. Dozens of 
adolescents jostled one another in excitement and anticipation as they watched the 
long awaited gym battle between Falkner and Tori. The battle was taking place on 
the roof of an enormous tower in the middle of the city – gusts whipped across the 
roof, tussling the people and Pokémon. Falkner, the gym leader, remained calm; he 
followed his bird’s strikes with avian simpatico, gliding and swerving as if he was in 
the battle himself. Pidgeotto, the attacking bird Pokémon, hooked around and 
sped back towards Mareep. Mareep’s eyes followed the darting Pidgeotto. Mareep 
was a metre long sheep-like Pokémon with a horn-shaped tail ending in a glowing 
electric bauble, a bauble that acted as a Tesla coil.  
 
     “Mareep, Cotton Spore!’’ Yelled its trainer, Tori. 
 
Mareep bleated in return, tensing its stout body. Its wool glowed yellow, puffing 
up in volume, some follicles detached from Mareep’s dark skin. 
 
     “Pidgeotto, Quick Attack,’’ commanded Falkner. 
 
Pidgeotto beat its wings and soared towards the target Mareep. Mareep crouched 
slightly, and then leapt to the side moments before impact. Pidgeotto flew directly 
through a cloud of Mareep’s wool that hung in the air. Vision obscured by the 
electric wool, Pidgeotto flew upwards out of obstacles’ way. The charged wool 
hindered Pidgeotto’s flight causing its flapping wings to spasm. 
 
     “Pidgeotto, shake it off then hit Mareep with a Gust attack,’’ called Falkner up 
to his Pokémon. 
 
Pidgeotto accelerated through the sky.  The charged electric wool began to detach 
and fly off with Pidgeotto’s momentum. The rocketing Pidgeotto freed itself from 
the last of the wool and became renewed with vigour. Falkner closed his eyes and 
imagined Pidgeotto’s flight path: with that much momentum, thought Falkner, Pidgeotto 
should be able to create a vortex strong enough to destabilise Mareep’s low centre of gravity. 
 

* * * 
 
Falkner, the young gym leader, had now glided over the city centre and was 
heading out towards rural fields. The Sun had begun approaching the horizon, 
casting orange light on the tree tops and grasses far below. Falkner was 
contemplating the battle with Tori and her Mareep from earlier, imagining alternate 
strategies – the mark of an evolving gym leader.  
He whistled to Pidgeotto who was gliding alongside.  



 
     “Let’s turn around,’’ he called. 
 
The pair glided in parallel towards a nearby lift-point of hot air. They began to 
spiral upwards following the draft high into the atmosphere. Oriented back 
towards Violet City, they broke from the current and began to glide home. Falkner 
and his bird had garnered enough altitude to glide peacefully and pensively. 
 

* * * 
 
Tori brimmed with confidence from her success in the battle so far. Her first 
badge, the Zephyr Badge, was minutes away. Her super-effective Electric-typed 
Pokémon was a sure-fire victor. The Pidgeotto hooked around and came speeding 
back towards Mareep. Tori thought quickly. 
      
     “Mareep use Charge,’’ she said. 
 
Mareep’s stout legs locked into a brace: the tensed muscles generated an influx of 
ions to the surrounding tissue. Electricity began to surge through its skin and wool, 
lighting the Pokémon up like a pulsing storm cloud. Pidgeotto arrowed towards 
Mareep. As it flew, a vacuum formed behind its speeding body, drawing in currents 
of collapsing air. The crowd was silent as they watched the faceoff. A fully charged 
electric attack will definitely knock Pidgeotto out, thought Tori. Pidgeotto was metres 
from colliding with Mareep. 
 
     “Mareep – finish it with a Thunder Shock!’’ Yelled Tori. 
 
A yellow bolt of electricity zigzagged from Mareep’s glowing silhouette. The 
lightning bolt teleported through the air, meeting, then lighting up Pidgeotto’s 
body with a shocking crack. The crowd gasped once more. Without flinching, 
Falkner’s Pidgeotto swooped low and fast past Mareep’s frame, then peaked into 
the air. An intense vacuum of air sucked Mareep into the sky, sending it spiralling 
violently behind Pidgeotto.  
 
     “Pidgeotto, finish Mareep with Quick Attack,’’ called Falkner.  
 
Pidgeotto executed a hairpin turn and struck Mareep mid-air with a front-on blow. 
The airborne Mareep bleated before crashing to the ground in a sparking heap. 
The crowd broke into a raving mass of banter. 
 
     “Mareep!’’ Tori yelled, dashing towards her injured Pokémon, “return.’’ 
 



A red light shot out from her Pokéball: it engulfed her defeated Mareep then drew 
back up inside the ball. Pidgeotto circled the rooftop, making laps past the now 
cheering crowd.  
 
     “And Falkner is the victor!’’ Declared the adolescent referee standing with his 
arms motioned towards the gym leader. 
 
The crowd stepped up their volume. Tori contrived a smile then walked hastily to 
the exit. She preferred to reach a Pokémon Centre quickly than to hear Falkner’s 
humble critique. Falkner returned his prized Pidgeotto to its ball as he silently 
watched Tori exit the rooftop. 
 

* * * 
 
Returning from their flight, Falkner and his Pidgeotto began orienting themselves 
towards the gym rooftop. Falkner removed his legs from the glider’s sling in 
preparation for landing. He glided over the gym’s eaves, keeping the vehicle low, 
but parallel to the rooftop’s surface. His feet skipped across the surface. Falkner 
broke into a rapid jog trying to slow the momentum of the glider. Pidgeotto cooed 
as it kept speed with its trainer. Falkner slowed to a skipping run as he reduced the 
craft to a final halt.  
 
     “Pidgeotto, return.’’ 
 
Pidgeotto hooked around and flew calmly into the Pokéball’s red light, where it 
disappeared. 
Falkner led the glider to a small shed on the rooftop, and swept a large tarpaulin 
over the craft, covering it completely. The Sun was low in the sky, casting shadows 
that stretched across the roof surface. As he approached the rooftop exit that Tori 
had stormed through earlier, Falkner felt sorry that he had denied her a Zephyr 
Badge. But more important than that, he thought, was maintaining the integrity of 
his father’s gym. And some trainers have to lose. 
  



Chapter 2 

Route 30 Rivalry 
 
     “Rattata, Quick Attack!’’ Yelled a young boy. 
 
The boy’s feet were splayed awkwardly and his legs braced, a stance struck by 
many young Pokémon trainers. Rattata, a small purple rodent-looking Pokémon, 
screeched as it zigzagged towards its foe.  
 
     “Cyndaquil, counter it with Tackle!’’ Yelled Ethan, tightening his hat in 
preparation. 
 
Rattata’s small legs allowed it to launch forward in rapid angular leaps; Ethan’s 
Cyndaquil kept focus on the speeding rodentoid. As Rattata reached its foe, 
Cyndaquil launched a counter Tackle. Both Pokémon rammed into each other, and 
were knocked backwards. Cyndaquil landed on his feet ready for the next order. 
Yet Rattata remained still on the ground. 
 
     “Not again!?’’ Pleaded the trainer. 
 
     “Well done Cyndaquil,’’ said Ethan as he patted his fire Pokémon on the head. 
“Return.’’ 
 
Both trainers withdrew their Pokémon and straightened up. The midday sun was 
scattered by the canopy over Route 30, the same route that led to Mr. Pokémon’s 
house. Joey, the young trainer, had spent the last two weeks on Route 30, 
challenging passers-by. It was a pleasant track, and Joey had imagined that the 
steady flow of challengers would hone his and his Rattata’s skills.  
 
     “What’s your name?’’ Asked Joey. 
 
     “Ethan. What’s yours?’’ Said Ethan.  
 
     “Joey,’’ he responded. “Do you wanna switch Pokégear contacts? My Rattata is 
in the top percentage of Rattata, it’s going to be the greatest – we should battle 
again when it is.’’ 
 
     “Sure,’’ responded Ethan. 
 
They entered each other’s details into their Pokégears, and replaced their 
backpacks.  
 
     “Speak to you later,’’ said Ethan as he began to walk back towards town.  
 



     “Where are you going?’’ Asked Joey. 
 
     “Cherrygrove City,’’ said Ethan. 
 
     “Great. I’ll come along, I have to go there too,’’ said Joey excitedly.  
 
     “Sure thing,’’ said Ethan. 
 
The two trainers began walking down the pebbly track leading back to 
Cherrygrove. The pair of young boys walked and discussed the battle they’d just 
had. They followed the main path down the route when Joey veered slowly 
towards a smaller, less conspicuous path. 
 
     “What’s down here?’’ Inquired Ethan. 
 
     “This is the secret way to Cherrygrove,’’ said Joey. 
 
Ethan was unsure, but keen for adventure so he followed along. The opening to 
the path was partially obscured by intertwined bushes that required swiping and 
stomping to move through. They crunched through the thicketed path for a few 
minutes before emerging onto a clear path that traced along the banks of a small 
water body.  
      
     “Wow, I never knew there was water around here,’’ said Ethan.  
 
     “Yeah, everyone misses the opening to this path. I camp here every now and 
then when I couldn’t be bothered to hike back to town,’’ replied Joey.  
 
Ethan walked down the bank towards the water. Previously unnoticed aquatic 
Pokémon dunked their heads under the water and swam away, leaving ripples of 
water in their place. A loud buzzing sound lifted from the water’s surface. Ethan’s 
eyes scanned the area to identify the source of the sound. A clump of floating, 
aquatic leaves and flowers buoyed up and down as an enormous bug Pokémon 
hovered between the floral nectar. It had brilliant red wing-coverings spotted with 
black blotches. It was the largest Bug-type Ethan had ever seen: it was larger than 
the flowers it fed on. Ethan subtly withdrew his Pokédex from his pocket, then 
aimed it at the hovering Pokémon.  
 
     “Ledyba, the five star Pokémon. These naturally gentle Bug-types gather in 
groups during cold weather to keep warm,’’ informed the robotic voice from the 
Pokédex. 
 
Joey joined Ethan down at the same spot on the bank. 
 



     “Oh woah, what’s that?’’ Asked Joey, pointing at Ethan’s shiny Pokédex. 
 
     “It’s a digital encyclopaedia. I’m collecting information for a Professor from 
Kanto,’’ said Ethan. 
 
     “You’re so lucky,’’ said Joey shaking his head, “no wonder why I didn’t beat 
you...’’ 
 
The Ledyba detected the voices of the boys across the water and lifted from its 
current flower. It rose slowly into the air. Its glossy, sclerotised wing covers shone 
in the sun and remained perfectly still as the wings beneath beat blurrily fast. The 
Pokémon had had enough sugary sustenance, and so took off from the pond, and 
the potential risk. The boys watched the Ledyba hover across the water and 
disappear into the trees. The buzzing of its wings was still audible for a few 
seconds more, before disappearing too. 
 
Ethan and Joey sat down on some rocks, still staring at the trees where the Ledyba 
exited. A slight jitter of movement caught their eyes, yet neither of them could spot 
the source. Another jitter, and the boys identified a chunk of wood hanging from a 
branch suspended over the pond. A thick line of silk connected the jiggling wood 
and the branch of the tree.  
 
     “That’s a Metapod,’’ informed Joey. “Heaps of bug catchers come to this pond 
because of all the bug Pokémon. I could probably catch ‘em all, but I don’t really 
like Bug-types,’’ said Joey with a modest shrug. 
 
     “Ha, oh yeah?’’ Said Ethan, “I think I could catch way more Pokémon than 
you.’’ 
 
     “With my Rattata, I can catch anything. Even if there was a Gyarados in this 
pond. I could catch it.’’ 
 
     “Joey, I challenge you to a Pokémon catching competition.’’ 
 
     “You’re on!’’ Replied Joey. He paused for a moment. “What are the rules?’’ 
 
     “We’ll go to the Pokémon Centre now, come back to this pond tonight, and 
whoever can catch the most Pokémon between 6 and 8 wins.’’ 
 
     “It’s a date!’’ Said Joey resolutely. 
 
The two boys trekked around the pond, scrambled through some more thick 
foliage, and after a few minutes they emerged at the outskirts of Cherrygrove City. 
  



     “I told you it was a faster route,’’ scoffed Joey. 
 
     “You only said it was a secret route,’’ said Ethan. 
 
     “Whatever,’’ replied Joey. 
 
Back at the small city of Cherrygrove, people wandered the streets, bags in hand. It 
must be the weekend, thought Ethan. Since he began his Pokémon Journey, Ethan 
had had trouble recalling what day it was. Joey and Ethan walked their way to the 
Pokémon Centre. Even though it was mid-afternoon, the artificial orange glow of 
the roof had already been activated. They entered the pleasingly fresh reception. 
 
     “What can I do for you gentlemen?’’ Inquired the nurse. 
 
Though she humoured the boys with her salute, they took it as a compliment of 
their obvious masculinity. 
 
     “We’d just like to heal our Pokémon thank you ma’am,’’ said Joey. 
 
The trainers surrendered their Pokéballs. The wait would be at least an hour, so the 
pair visited the Poké Mart to purchase some extra Pokéballs, as well as some food 
for the night. 
 
Hours passed, and the Sun was low as Ethan and Joey emerged through the thicket 
and back to the pond.  
 
     “It’s 5:30,’’ said Ethan. 
 
     “Cool. We have to get some firewood prepared for dinner and the rest of the 
night, so we’ll quickly do that first,’’ suggested Joey. 
 
The boys placed their bags in a patch of grass under some trees and went to collect 
some firewood.  
 
     “Come on out Tim,’’ said Ethan as he cast Cyndaquil’s Pokéball into the air. 
      
     “Rattata!’’ Joey threw his Pokéball into the air moments later. 
 
Both Pokémon emerged, and joined their trainers on the hunt for firewood. They 
searched amongst the trees closer to the main path, these branches were the driest 
and most brittle. 
 
After clearing their camp site of debris, and piling the fire material together, it was 
ten minutes to six. Ethan had already begun subtly searching for Pokémon while 



Joey was sorting his camping things out. Ethan crouched low, looking amongst 
reeds and logs that lay close to the water. He was on his hands and knees looking 
inside a large, soggy log when he spotted a spherical silhouette inside. The 
afternoon light was getting dim, so he could barely make out the figure. He 
beckoned Cyndaquil with a whisper, the small fire Pokémon waddled over to join 
him. The time was 5:55. Ethan sharply called out: 
 
     “Competition starts now!’’ 
 
The spherical Pokémon shot out from the log and whipped around to spot Ethan. 
It was a Poliwag, a giant tadpole-like water Pokémon with two unsteady feet.  
 
     “It’s not even six!’’ Called Joey. 
 
Ethan didn’t hear him. Poliwag leapt backwards onto a stable part of the bank. 
 
     “Cyndaquil, Tackle,’’ said Ethan. 
 
Cyndaquil jumped towards Poliwag which immediately side-stepped the attack. 
Poliwag pointed its face towards the sky and spouted litres of water metres into the 
air. The water came pouring down thickly, drenching both Poliwag and Cyndaquil.  
 
     “Leer,’’ said Ethan. 
 
Cyndaquil glared aggressively at the foe.  
 
     “Now Tackle.’’  
 
Cyndaquil immediately dived towards Poliwag, knocking it backwards. Poliwag 
landed against a clump of reeds, inhaled, then shot a stream of bubbles at 
Cyndaquil. The bubbles blasted Cyndaquil’s face, bursting all around, and 
obscuring his vision. The wild Poliwag used the bundle of reeds as a spring, and 
launched itself through the air towards Cyndaquil. 
 
     “Tackle directly upwards Tim!’’ Ordered Ethan. 
 
 Through obscured vision, Cyndaquil jumped upwards and met the foe, colliding 
with its belly. Poliwag was knocked back to the same reeds. Ethan withdrew a 
miniaturised Pokéball from the satchel on his belt and clicked the centre button. It 
enlarged to fill his hand. Ethan threw the ball towards the injured Poliwag. The 
Pokéball contacted the Poliwag’s squishy head, then snapped open on the rebound. 
It hovered in mid-air and began to chime as it shot out crimson light that engulfed 
the spherical Poliwag. The light, bearing Poliwag, spiralled back into the Pokéball, 
whirring as it went. The ball fell to the muddy ground and jittered in its spot. It 



trembled back and forward as if the Pokémon was about to escape. The centre 
button glowed red as the ball wobbled. After what felt like a minute of wobbling, it 
stopped. The centre button dimmed and let out a powerful ping. Ethan whipped 
up the Pokéball from the ground and leapt for joy. He whisked Cyndaquil up from 
under his fore limbs, and held him up proudly in the dusk air. 
 
Joey stood on the opposite side of the pond watching Ethan from a distance. He 
had never caught a Pokémon, but received his Rattata from his grandparents on 
his birthday. Across the water, he saw Ethan turn around and lunge the Pokéball 
with his new Pokémon into the air. 
 
     “I saw!’’ Called Joey. “Amazing.’’ 
 
     “One, nil,’’ replied Ethan. 
 
Joey knew that he had already lost. 
 
Ethan was giddy with the success of his first catch, and confident that he would 
catch more. His shoes had begun to get muddy, so he clambered back to dry grass, 
and began searching through the bush that separated the pond from the main 
route, Route 30. It was getting more difficult to see as the minutes passed. He 
realised it a silly idea to start the competition just before nightfall. Joey had had no 
success spotting any Pokémon, even the largely stationary Metapod that they’d 
spotted earlier was no longer hanging from the branch. He spotted Ethan through 
the trees and slowly began to follow him in case he could undercut some of 
Ethan’s success. 
 
Though not capable of producing fire, the smouldering patches on Cyndaquil’s 
back provided a small amount of light low to the ground, helpful for spotting wild 
Pokémon at this time. Cyndaquil stopped suddenly and emitted a small bark. 
Ethan saw it too, a Caterpie. A large caterpillar-shaped Pokémon, a species that he 
had seen a few weeks earlier. This individual grew aware of the trainer’s presence, 
yet did not seem alarmed or defensive. Joey sensed the finding and skipped over 
through the fallen branches and small rocks. His Rattata pounced adeptly over the 
same obstacles. 
 
     “Timon, use Leer on Caterpie,’’ said Ethan. 
 
Cyndaquil growled and attempted to intimidate the Bug-Pokémon, yet it did not 
respond.  
 
     “Tackle it then,’’ said Ethan. 



Cyndaquil crunched through the fallen leaves towards the Caterpie, when it 
suddenly span around. Ethan saw that this Pokémon had a malicious spine on its 
head.  
 
     “Woah!’’ Exclaimed Ethan. 
 
     “That’s not a Caterpie,’’ said Joey, who was now standing next to Ethan, “that’s 
a Weedle.’’  
 
The Weedle sprayed Cyndaquil with sticky silk, embalming his entire torso and 
front limbs. 
 
     “Tim, break free!’’ Said Ethan. 
 
Cyndaquil squirmed violently. Black smog began to leak through the silken binds. 
Cyndaquil emitted more and more smoke from the patches on its shoulders and 
back as it struggled. As the Weedle inched towards Cyndaquil, Ethan noticed a 
second powerful spike on its tail. Weedle reached the bound Cyndaquil, swung its 
tail backwards, then stung it into Cyndaquil’s side. The barb pierced the silk and 
punctured Cyndaquil. It yelped in pain. The smoke now billowing from 
Cyndaquil’s back was now lit from below. The silk binding Cyndaquil’s torso began 
to peel back with flaming threads, falling to the ground in cinders. 
 
Cyndaquil regained his stance and blasted embers from his back; Ethan felt his face 
glow with warmth as the area was lit up. His Cyndaquil had just learnt Ember. The 
Weedle became visibly panicked, and attacked Cyndaquil before he could use the 
Ember attack on its vulnerable Bug-typed physique. Weedle lunged its spiked head 
into Cyndaquil and knocked it backwards. Ethan didn’t hesitate, and instantly 
gathered the injured Cyndaquil into his arms. He hurried back through the bush 
towards their camp site. As he rounded the border of the pond he looked down at 
his friend. Cyndaquil was panting rapidly with his mouth agape. Ethan noticed that 
the tongue of his Pokémon was white, which he knew was never good. As he 
hurried forward, he gingerly brushed aside the fur on Tim’s side to reveal where 
Weedle had used Poison Sting. The injury had formed a large lump where 
Cyndaquil’s immune system was attempting to mitigate the effects of the toxin. 
Ethan knew that his Pokémon had been poisoned. He reached his backpack that 
lay at their camp site. He pressed some buttons on his wrist-bound Pokégear. The 
face of the Pokégear lit up and began radiating a brilliant white light. Ethan 
rummaged through his backpack, using his wrist as a torch. He withdrew two small 
spray bottles, one with an orange casing, and the other with a purple casing. 
 
He laid Cyndaquil gently on his lap and sprayed the purple bottle onto the Poison 
Sting wound. The Pokémon writhed with the shock of the cold spray, but relaxed 
as Ethan explained that it was a potion. The potion worked rapidly, and Ethan 



could feel that the wound had already reduced. Ethan withdrew the container of 
Pokémon food that he had bought earlier, then sprayed a couple of pieces with the 
antidote from the orange bottle. Cyndaquil hopped off of Ethan’s lap and snuffled 
up the bits of antidote soaked Pokémon food. The Pokémon sniffed around in the 
grass for more food when it noticed the pile of sticks and kindling that the boys 
had collected earlier. Cyndaquil crawled towards the firewood, turned around, then 
blasted the pile with embers. The fire began crackling and filled the camp site with 
warm light. Though Ethan was concerned that Cyndaquil would exert himself, he 
knew that both the potion and antidote acted quickly and effectively in remediating 
injury and toxification. 
 
Ethan checked the time and switched off the torch function of his Pokégear. It 
was 7:30. Ethan heard commotion in the distance, he assumed it was from Joey. As 
Ethan replaced his belongings into his bag, a slender, weedy plant strode past him 
and Cyndaquil. Ethan paused what he was doing, and as he did, the walking plant 
stopped moving and glanced over at them. The Pokémon had a vegetable-like head 
with squinting eyes and aerial roots for its body and legs. It had two large thick 
leaves for arms that wavered slowly as it looked at Ethan. It made a bizarre ‘dunk’ 
sound with its circular mouth which sounded like the chime of a plant-derived bell. 
The strange Pokémon made a few more boinking sounds. Cyndaquil walked calmly 
upto the Grass-typed Pokémon while Ethan withdrew his Pokédex. 
 
The Pokédex flipped open, lit up, and began blinking:  
 
     “Bellsprout, the flower Pokémon. Bellsprout is a carnivorous Pokémon that 
traps and eats bugs. It appears to use its root feet to replenish moisture. This 
individual is...female,’’ beeped the Pokédex as it finished scanning the Bellsprout. 
 
By the time Ethan looked up from his Pokédex, Cyndaquil was sizing up 
Bellsprout. Cyndaquil span around, and then blasted the weedy foe with Ember. 
Bellsprout stood on the spot in charred confusion, and then turned to escape. 
Cyndaquil looked and gave a yow in Ethan’s direction, beckoning him to catch the 
Pokémon. Ethan quickly grabbed a spare Pokéball from his pocket and lobbed it 
towards Bellsprout. The ball landed on the grass just short of the Pokémon, and 
then snapped open; it bathed Bellsprout in red, artificial light. The Bellsprout-
shaped light whipped up, then disappeared inside the Pokéball. The rattling of the 
ball began again. Cyndaquil stood with the ball at his feet, watching it intently. The 
centre button of the Pokéball glowed red as it wobbled to-and-fro. The ball 
stopped, and remained motionless, then pinged with success. Cyndaquil circled 
with excitement at having helped catch another Pokémon so shortly after being 
injured. Their elation was cut short as a stumbling figure approached the camp site. 
The fire made it hard to make out the silhouette, but as it drew within metres, 
Ethan recognised it as Joey. He was bundled in sticky thread from the Weedle. It 



was difficult to make out that it was a human below the thick layers of silk. Joey’s 
Rattata was sitting on his shoulder gnawing at the thread, trying to free its trainer.  
 
     “I just caught another Pokémon, and it’s not even eight o’ clock,’’ chimed 
Ethan. 
 
     “I saw,’’ said Joey dully. “How is your Cyndaquil?’’ 
 
     “He’s fine, conveniently I found an antidote recently, and was able to heal him 
with that. Did you catch the Weedle?’’ 
 
     “I’d rather not tell you,’’ said Joey. 
 
An hour had passed since the end of the competition, and both boys were 
ravenously hungry. Next to the fire, Ethan, Joey, and their two mammalianoid 
Pokémon were gathered around a pot of water heating on a portable gas stove. 
Though it was Ethan’s stove, Joey took control in preparing the meal as he had 
become adjusted to cooking while camping. Joey twisted around, withdrew some 
tofu from his bag, then plopped it into the simmering broth. Bubbles engulfed the 
tofu. Joey quickly added some seaweed. Rattata and Cyndaquil took turns at 
venturing their twitching noses cautiously towards the boiling meal.  Once more 
ingredients had been added, Joey glanced up at Ethan with a smirk. 
 
     “Have you heard of the kappa?’’ He asked. 
 
     “No,’’ replied Ethan curiously. 
 
Joey glanced out into the shapeless night. The environment beyond the light of the 
fire was pitch-black, and the boys’ eyes could not make out any features. 
 
     “The kappa are spirits that live in water, like this pond,’’ continued Joey. “Some 
are angry creatures that drag children into the water, and then drink their blood.’’ 
 
The fine hairs on the back of Ethan’s neck stood up, and he became acutely aware 
of the sounds around him. Even Joey, who began the story with the intention of 
frightening his friend, became alert to his surroundings. Neither of them could see 
metres beyond their camp which caused their fear to escalate. 
 
     “They’re not real though...’’ said Ethan. 
 
     “It’s not known whether they are Pokémon, the spirits of the water, or the 
spirits of dead people, but I have heard some horrible sounds in the middle of the 
night when I’ve been camping in this very spot,’’ said Joey. “Supposedly they look 



sorta like people with a turtle beak, I think there’s a Pokémon in the Hoenn region 
that looks like that...but I think they’re different from real kappa.’’ 
 
Joey placed a handful of beans into the boiling water, then threw one bean out into 
the night in the direction of the water. They both strained their ears and heard a 
dull ‘pat’ as the bean slapped the surface. Moments later, a small splash sounded, 
then the plop of a creature re-submerging. The boys shot glances towards each 
other. Their Pokémon gazed out into the darkness, Cyndaquil fired up the patches 
on its back. 
 
Ethan knew from past experience that it was best to divert attention from things 
like that, as he would only become more frightened. He went to discuss the 
competition that they’d had earlier, but did not want to gloat about his victory 
again. 
 
Full from their yudofu, both boys lay silently in their sleeping bags. Their Pokémon 
were in their Pokéballs and there was silence. Ethan began to drift off to sleep; he 
sleepily wondered what kappa really are – and if they are Pokémon, are there any 
other Pokémon species that drink blood? 
  



Chapter 3 

Slowpoke Well 
 
A burly man sat suspended in the dark void of a shaft. His harness cut into his 
waist and groin. He was suited up haphazardly at the surface because his comfort, 
and indeed his life were expendable. 
 
     “Yep, you’re good!’’ Shouted a gruff voice from below. 
 
The descending man peered cautiously below to spot the head torch of the voice. 
The abseiler sat like an overweight child on a swing, spiralling slowly down the 
interior of the ancient well. He passed the rope gingerly through his calloused 
hands as he went. He was uncoordinated, but not frightened of the exercise. 
Metres from the rocky bottom he released his attachment and plummeted to the 
ground. 
 
     “Good one,’’ said the guide from before. “We’ve got to get to work. The town 
wakes up early, and I don’t want to be here when they do.’’ 
 
The two gruff characters walked through the underground cavern. Their head 
torches bobbed with their heads, catching the light of sparkling subterranean 
minerals. The cavern was pitch-black, the small light created by their head torches 
was the only source of visibility. The man that had already been waiting at the 
bottom of the well led the way. He trudged on the most stable parts of the ground, 
and didn’t look back to check if the new comer was keeping up. Water that had 
leached through the soil of the earth above the cavern now dripped from the 
ceiling. The impact of these drips, over millenia, had created small wells and 
puddles all over the cavern’s floor. The trailing character stumbled and drenched 
his boots as he followed. The leading grunt went on to describe the operation: 
 
     “So right now, we’re trappin’, cagein’, and choppin’. You jump in wherever you 
can, and be quick about it.’’ 
  
He spoke without looking back. They rounded another corner of the cave. A larger 
source of light was visible up ahead. 
  
     “That’s where you’ll be working,’’ said the lead grunt. 
 
The newcomer glanced to his left; a large, still water body lay in the darkness. It 
had a glassy green-grey surface in the light of his torch. He spotted an enormous 
pair of eyes staring through the darkness; he glanced quickly at the form. The eyes 
belonged to a rather large mammal-like Pokémon. Its dilated pupils almost filled 
the eyes completely. Even with the torchlight shining directly into its eyes, the 



Pokémon’s pupillary muscles took seconds to respond, slowly causing the pupils to 
constrict. Stupid thing, he thought. 
 
They reached the base camp. There were a number of flood lamps and crude fold-
up tables. The scene would have been horrifying to most other new comers, but 
not the grunt joining this shift. There were dozens of cages strewn about the camp, 
many of them had thick, pink tails lying sluggishly out from their barred cage 
doors. There were half a dozen men in black uniforms covered in stains of blood 
and other material. One of the grunts placed a bloody knife on the table, bent 
down to get a cage, then raised it onto the table. With a swift, powerful swing he 
chopped straight through the tail, and then chucked it to another member. A 
nearby grunt caught the tail, rinsed it in the nearest pool of water, bagged it, and 
then threw it into a container with ice. By the time the grunt had placed the tail in 
the cooler, the tailless creature emitted a pained-howl and began groaning. The 
chopper grunt placed the now bloody cage into the shadows beyond the flood 
light, and then went to grab another tailed cage. A flutter sounded as a wild Zubat 
landed and crawled over to the blood pooling in the darkness. 
 
The grunt that had just arrived on the job put on some gloves and backtracked 
along the path he had just arrived from. He found the large slow-moving Pokémon 
that he had spotted earlier, a Slowpoke. He descended a rocky decline towards the 
water, and the Pokémon. He wrestled the Pokémon from the shallows; it was 
heavy, but he was strong. It did not resist being picked up. He took it back to the 
crew where he placed it in a fresh cage. 
  
     “Whew, that was quick,’’ said a lead member. 
 
The new arrival nodded, then went off into the darkness with his head torch to 
search for more Slowpoke. 
  



Chapter 4 

Route 30 Solitary 
 
     “Cyndaquil, use Ember!’’ Commanded Ethan. 
 
Cyndaquil turned around to peer at Ethan. It began chortling like a bird Pokémon, 
not one, but many - all the sounds came from one place. At first the polyphony of 
calls were vague, then they sharpened and gained clarity. Ethan awoke and 
remembered where he was. The air was cold and it was early morning. Nearby bird 
Pokémon sang and chased one another through the trees. The plops of Magikarp 
consuming surface insects could be heard in the pond. Ethan looked at his 
Pokégear, it was 6:30 in the morning. Their camp fire had extinguished itself, but 
was still smoking softly. Ethan glanced at Joey and noticed him snoring 
uncomfortably loud. 
  
Ethan picked up Cyndaquil’s Pokéball, as well as those of his newly caught Poliwag 
and Bellsprout. He threw all three into the air. The trio of balls snapped open, 
Ethan tried to catch each ball before it hit the ground, with moderate success. His 
Pokémon greeted him warmly. Bellsprout stretched over to a sunny patch on the 
grass where the canopy was sparse. She partially sank her root-like legs into the 
soil, closed her eyes, and began to photosynthesise meditatively. 
 
Poliwag and Cyndaquil looked up at Ethan. Poliwag resembled a giant tadpole, it 
had moist, dark blue skin and a tapering blue tail with a large white-translucent 
paddle. Its belly was also covered by a white-translucent membrane. Ethan could 
see the Pokémon’s digestive system; its intestine coiled around in a tight spiral. He 
wondered what gender his new Pokémon was. He flipped his Pokédex open, 
selected the gender ID option, and clicked it at Poliwag: 
 
     “This individual is...male,’’ said the electronic Pokédex voice. 
 
Ethan closed his Pokédex and walked his two Pokémon around the border of the 
pond. He found a large boulder and sat on top of it. He stretched and took the 
chance to wake up properly. 
 
     “Have a look around for some breakfast guys,’’ he smiled. 
 
Cyndaquil immediately began snuffling around amongst the tufts of grass for 
insects, or small Bug-typed Pokémon. Poliwag waddled down the muddy bank and 
dived into the pond; his hydrodynamic body created the smallest splash. Under the 
water Poliwag undulated gracefully, using his leaf-shaped tail to propel him 
efficiently through the pond. His large eyes scanned the murky water; he spotted a 
patch of weed nestled in the loose mud. Poliwag began rapidly tearing out the 
weed and consuming the lake greens. 



 
On the sunny boulder, Ethan rubbed his eyes, then brought up Professor Elm’s 
contact on his Pokégear. Though it was early, Ethan knew that Elm normally 
awoke early, and began work before breakfast - even on the weekend. After a 
delayed answer, Elm’s face was glancing up from Ethan’s Pokégear screen. 
  
     “Good morning Pokémon master in the making, you’re up early,’’ said Elm 
enthusiastically. 
 
     “Sure am,’’ said Ethan, “I thought I’d update you on my travels, as well as some 
observations of Cyndaquil.’’ 
 
     “Fantastic!’’ Said Elm, “have you caught any Pokémon yet?’’ 
 
     “Two. Last night I caught a Poliwag and a Bellsprout.’’ 
 
     “Congratulations,’’ said Elm. “Incidentally, I read a paper on Poliwag ontogeny 
last night. It was written by scientists from the Kanto region. You noticed the 
visible, spiralling organs of Poliwag? They have different orientations in the 
different hemispheres. This paper collected Poliwag from different hemispheres, 
and observed the intestines to coil either clock wise, or anti-clock wise, depending 
on their habitat. Rather than an adaptation, the authors speculated that during in-
egg development, when the digestive system is forming, the unique forces of 
gravity in each hemisphere cause the proto-organs to form with different 
orientations.’’ 
 
Ethan looked up as his Poliwag shot out of the water and onto a rocky part of the 
bank. Poliwag turned to face Ethan, a clump of weed still hung from his mouth. 
 
     “My Poliwag has an anti-clock wise spiral...it’s sort of green,’’ said Ethan. 
 
     “Yes, anti-clock wise is the orientation of Poliwag from this region. If your 
Poliwag has just fed on some aquatic plants, this would likely be visible through its 
skin, causing its inside to appear green.’’ 
 
Ethan was excited to hear a satisfying explanation for his observation, especially 
considering it was his Pokémon. 
 
     “My Bellsprout is basking in the sun,’’ said Ethan. 
 
     “Yes, they’ll do that,’’ said Elm, “so how is Cyndaquil, what have you learnt?’’ 
He went on quickly. 
 



     “Well, Timon, as I’ve begun calling him too, is definitely a Fire-type. Last night, 
while we were catching Pokémon, he learnt the Ember technique.’’ 
 
     “I suspected that might be the case,’’ interjected Elm. “Did he produce the 
flame from his dorsal surface?’’ 
 
     “Yep,’’ said Ethan. 
 
     “Great, have you made any other observations?’’ Asked Elm. 
 
     “No, that’s it. Oh, have you heard of the kappa, Professor Elm?’’ Asked Ethan. 
 
     “Haha, yes. They’re a mythological spirit that are said to embody the water. 
Their description varies, but it is likely that they’re based on Lombre, a Water-
typed Pokémon from Hoenn, or even the Water-typed Pokémon Golduck. People 
are often too quick to dismiss the natural world for the supernatural one.’’ Elm 
paused, and remembered something: “oh yes, I’m sure you already know this 
Ethan, but once you’ve caught more than six Pokémon, you will have to store 
them somewhere else. If you feel that they’re rare or unique Pokémon, feel free to 
send them along to the lab, otherwise you can decide what you do with them. Each 
trainer has a different solution, many release them where they were originally 
caught. Of course, Professor Birch from the Hoenn region would sternly suggest 
releasing them exactly where they were caught - you wouldn’t want to upset an 
ecosystem through laziness.’’ 
 
     “Of course not Professor,’’ said Ethan. 
 
     “Right, well...good luck with your journey young man...my aide just said ‘Hello’, 
anyway - good luck Ethan, and we look forward to hearing about your future 
discoveries. Good bye.’’ 
 
Ethan’s Pokégear displayed the ‘engaged’ symbol. Ethan glanced around to find 
Cyndaquil clutching and consuming a large cricket. Ethan trundled back to camp 
with his Pokémon in toe. Joey was already up and frying eggs. 
 
After breakfast, the boys walked back to Route 30 – it was still early in the 
morning. 
 
     “So you’re going to collect all of the gym badges?’’ Asked Joey. 
 
     “Sure am,’’ said Ethan with resolution. 
 
     “Well, Violet City has the closest gym. Falkner is the leader, he’s tough. He uses 
Flying-typed Pokémon, I heard he has one of the fastest Pidgeottos around. You 



don’t have any Pokémon that are good against flying types. I think you might find 
some rock Pokémon in Dark Cave.’’ 
 
     “Where’s Dark Cave?’’ Asked Ethan. 
 
     “It’s at the base of those mountains,’’ said Joey pointing into the distance. “This 
route turns into Route 31, which eventually leads to Violet City. The cave entrance 
should be somewhere along there.’’ 
 
     “Thanks,’’ said Ethan, though he was not helped all that much. “Where are you 
going now?’’ He asked. 
 
     “I’m going home for a couple of days,’’ said Joey, “me and Rattata are going to 
train up, then go on a quest too.’’ 
 
They shook hands and parted ways – Joey, downhill to Cherrygrove, and Ethan, 
uphill towards Dark Cave. 
 
Ethan walked up the leafy path of Route 30. It was a chilly morning, but he felt 
glad to be travelling alone again. He had grown tired of Joey in the short time that 
they had spent together. In fact, when friends had stayed over his house for more 
than one night, he had quickly grow short-tempered with them the next day. He 
did not know why this was, but he did know that this Pokémon quest was partly 
about spending time with himself and his Pokémon team. The path he was 
following had been carved out of the earth in the shape of a large ship’s hull. It was 
slippery in places, especially where the forest floor did not get as much sunlight. 
Here the rocks were covered in a thin layer of moss or algae which was not 
conducive to sturdy footedness. 
 
Though the path inclined towards the mountains, Ethan reached a plateau of flat 
grasses. He noticed a small, stone fence with an open gate. It opened out to a 
sunny property with many trees bearing fruits of all colours. An elderly man was 
holding a basket beneath a tree and a small child was handing him berries. The old 
man turned, and spotted Ethan and held one of the berries up in the air. 
      
     “Here, have one of these,’’ he called from underneath the tree. 
 
Ethan walked through the opening in the stone fence and approached the man. 
Upon closer inspection Ethan noticed that the figure in the tree was not a child, 
but a simian Pokémon. While the man was still facing Ethan, the purple Pokémon 
suspended itself from a branch with its tail. The tail of the monkey-like Pokémon 
was shaped like a hand, with three protruding fingers. It picked the berries from 
the tree with its feet, then placed them in the basket held by the distracted man. 
 



     “This is an Oran Berry tree,’’ said the man, “some berries heal your Pokémon 
while they’re in the heat of battle, like this one. Aipom.’’ 
 
The Aipom hooted and slung two large blue berries through the air towards Ethan. 
Ethan used his shirt as a sling to catch both of them. They looked like blue plums. 
  
     “Thank you,’’ said Ethan to the berry man. 
 
     “You’re welcome,’’ he smiled. 
 
Ethan turned to leave the property. The man pointed his finger at another tree 
with different berries. Aipom swung from an Oran tree branch and launched itself 
into the foliage of the next tree. They continued collecting the new, pear-shaped 
fruits. 
 
Ethan continued along the pebbly path. He looked up ahead and recognised this 
section of the route. There was a fork in the path, the left took Ethan further up 
the slope, while the right path was staked by a letter box that read: ‘Mr. Pokémon’. 
Ethan followed the left, inclining path. A forest of white-green poles walled off the 
forest to the left of him, the bamboo blocked much of the light and created an 
eerie, damp and dark habitat beyond. Ethan walked along, looking for what he 
could see through the bamboo. He spotted a simple face staring at him through 
the shadows of the bamboo poles. He could see its eyes, and mouth...and head 
band, yet he could not identify why it looked so bizarre. The face began to swing 
side-to-side like a pendulum. It floated freely, not attached to any identifiable body. 
The neutral mouth of the face turned upside down into an upset pout. The face’s 
swinging accelerated violently, Ethan grew disconcerted and so stepped back 
cautiously. 
 
     “It’s a Spinarak,’’ informed a voice. 
 
Ethan started at the shock. He reeled around. It was a boy of a similar age to 
himself. 
 
     “When they’re trying to warn off predators they begin rocking like that. It’s 
called aposematism and it looks like it works well in warding off apes, at least.’’ 
 
The young boy wore a white singlet and a broad brimmed straw hat that shaded his 
shoulders. He gripped a net and a tackle box. 
 
     “My name’s Don. Let’s battle.’’ 
 
     “Haha, ok,’’ Ethan obliged. 
 



Don placed his tackle box on the ground, clicked it open and withdrew two 
miniaturised Pokéballs and clicked one’s centre. 
 
     “Go, Caterpie!’’ He said. 
 
Ethan did the same. 
 
     “Go, Poliwag,’’ said Ethan. 
 
Two symmetrical blue lights emerged from the competitors’ Pokéballs, manifesting 
into the shapes of Caterpie and Poliwag. Poliwag was rejuvenated and still dripping 
water from his early morning dive.  
 
     “Caterpie, String Shot!’’ Ordered bug-catcher Don. 
 
     “Dodge it Poliwag.’’ 
 
Caterpie leaned back and blasted reels of silk from its mouth. Poliwag went to 
dodge, but got covered in the silk. With only his slippery skin to adhere to 
however, the silk fell to the ground.  
 
     “Poliwag, use Bubble!’’ Ordered Ethan. 
 
Poliwag inflated momentarily, then shot a stream of bubbles at Caterpie, which 
blasted all around it.  
 
     “Tackle,’’ said Don. 
 
Caterpie jumped through the bubbles and knocked into Poliwag. Poliwag rolled 
backwards then blasted Caterpie with another stream of bubbles.  
Caterpie shot another string of silk at the foe, and Poliwag dodged it this time. 
      
     “Finish it with Bubble,’’ called Ethan. 
 
While the Caterpie finished extruding the last of the silk string, Poliwag squared in 
on his target and fired a line of bubbles right at the bug. Caterpie spiralled over and 
gave in. Don withdrew his Caterpie and sent out his second Pokémon. It was 
another Caterpie that looked identical. Poliwag immediately struck with a Bubble 
attack, but Ethan thought it would be more efficient for Tim to battle instead. He 
withdrew Poliwag and sent in Cyndaquil. Cyndaquil entered the battle and used 
Ember instantly. Caterpie was fried before the battle had begun. Ethan withdrew 
Cyndaquil from the battle, and Don, Caterpie. 
 



     “Argh! You’re too strong!’’ Sighed the bug-catcher. “Good battle. Make sure 
when you’re catching Pokémon that you bring enough Pokéballs to catch them. 
That Spinarak’s mine by the way.’’ 
 
     “Thanks,’’ said Ethan. 
 
Ethan continued metres up the path and spotted a girl sitting on a bench, 
sketching. It looked as though she had been drawing the battle. 
 
     “I’m not a trainer. But if you look one in the eyes, prepare to battle. That’s the 
way it is with Pokémon trainers. Often, not even a greeting,’’ she smiled. 
 
As Ethan passed, he peered at the girl’s sketchpad. She had done some charcoal 
drawings of the different Spinarak faces, including the one that had scared him 
away earlier. 
 
Ethan spent the rest of the day climbing Route 30, and training his Cyndaquil and 
Poliwag. Though he was proud of his Bellsprout catch, the Pokémon itself almost 
creeped Ethan out. He loved Timon his Cyndaquil, as well as Poliwag, they both 
had plenty of personality. However he thought about Bellsprout - he found it too 
alien from himself. A creeping poisonous plant made him a little uncomfortable. 
 
Ethan had reached the highest point along the route. It was late afternoon and 
both of his Pokémon had gained plenty of experience through battling wild, and 
trained Pokémon along the way. The path curved around to what appeared to be a 
look-out. Ethan stood at the plateau and looked back down from where he had 
come. Route 30 descended the hill rapidly. He could see tree tops, and the dense 
waves of leaves from bamboo whose pole-like bases he had met earlier. Ethan 
could see the two large clearings of trees where he guessed the properties of Mr. 
Pokémon, and the berry man must be. A small wooden podium had a crudely 
carved map on it. An arrow pointed down into the valley. ‘Route 30’, and 
‘Cherrygrove City’ it said. Pointing in the opposite direction, the map read: ‘Route 
31’, and ‘Dark Cave’. Ethan realised that he had already made it to Route 31, he 
had arrived much quicker than he had anticipated. Ethan had planned to catch a 
Rock-typed Pokémon the next morning, but he thought he may as well try his luck 
this afternoon after a quick rest. 
  



Chapter 5 

Dark Cave 
 
A mountain range stretched across the eastern side of the Johto region, separating 
it from its conjugate: the Kanto region. One of the largest mountains in the chain 
was notable for bearing a small city at its peak, Blackthorn, and for having many 
trails at its base. Water had percolated down through the mountain for millions of 
years forming myriad chambers, and subterranean rivers and lakes. One of these 
caverns was Dark Cave, a cave which opened to Route 31 at the base, and 
eventually led to Blackthorn at the summit. The path from Route 31 to Blackthorn 
was parlous and rarely traversed, making Blackthorn a pristine and isolated 
community. A diversity of specialised equipment, or Pokémon, was required for 
humans to travel through the labyrinthine and treacherous chambers linking these 
locations. 
 
Ethan walked, eating snacks that he had bought the day before from the 
Cherrygrove Poké Mart. Now that he was at the top of Route 30, and the base of 
the mountain range, the route had flattened out and was less tiring to travel on. His 
new path, Route 31, had much less canopy cover and Ethan appreciated the 
changed scenery. The mountain referred to by Joey was now towering over Ethan. 
He knew that Dark Cave was located at the base of the mountain so he broke from 
the path and headed towards the mountain. Ethan looked up its side and saw that 
it had sparse floral coverings, mostly shrubs, and grassy patches. It looked too 
steep to bear soil or trees. As Ethan approached the base, he saw that the trees 
grew dense in the ground, taking advantage of the soil that had collected at the 
base of the slopes. He was following a small, subtle path that seemed as though it 
was part of some sort of trail. 
 
The rocky wall of the mountain came into view. Up close, its surface appeared 
near-vertical. Various water-loving plants clung to the rocks that jutted from the 
mountain face. As he walked, Ethan scanned the base for its opening. Many rocks 
and boulders lay at the base, having been broken off, and tumbled down. Once 
Ethan was closer, he spotted the entrance. Though large rocks were strewn over 
the ground obscuring the opening, Ethan could see the deep darkness of the cave’s 
mouth behind one of the giant boulders.  
 
     “Dark Cave. If Pokémon could light it up, I’d explore it,’’ said a gruff voice 
echoing from behind Ethan. 
 
Ethan turned to see a large burly man sitting on a rock near the entrance.  
 
     “It’s quite dangerous without Flash,’’ he said. 
 



His voice was slightly muffled by an immense black beard that curtained his lips. 
Ethan noticed that the man had coiled ropes, a pick-axe, and Pokéballs - he was 
obviously an experienced hiker. Ethan was troubled by a cave that wouldn’t be 
braved by a versed hiker.  
 
     “I’ll try my luck, maybe just near the entrance. Cheers,’’ responded Ethan. 
 
The hiker waved in acknowledgement. Ethan had a rock-solid goal in mind, and so 
had the intention of exploring the cave nonetheless. As he walked towards the 
void, the ground became damp and muddy. Sunlight diminished, and the warmth 
in the air dissipated. Ethan clamped the rocks at the entrance and squinted inside. 
He could make out the drop to the cave floor and the dim silhouettes of boulders 
that lay there. The cool air of the cavern was refreshing, but ominous. Ethan 
crouched and clambered his way down towards the cave floor. He grappled at 
whatever he could find; he moved each of his outstretched limbs cautiously 
towards his next hold. He reached the wet floor. The quantum of light that 
reached the cavern was enough to sustain the smallest of plants that decorated this 
part of the entrance. 
  
A patter sounded ahead of him, Ethan tensed in caution. The sound of erratic 
flapping approached. Ethan ducked, and gazed up towards the sound. Though the 
light was almost non-existent, Ethan could make out the shape: it was a Zubat 
catching subterranean insects. The sound of flapping pairs of wings began to 
multiply as more Zubat joined the catch. Ethan kept low to the ground, creeping 
forward on the moist floor; the cluster of bats echoed above. He did not withdraw 
Timon because the ground was too unstable, and he did not want to endanger his 
Pokémon. 
 
He was a blind man, stepping forward slowly and carefully, utilising all of his 
senses but one. One foot, outstretched, tapped around on the ground, splashing 
tiny puddles, trying to find stability. The next foot, tapping around in another 
patch of unknown. At any other moment he would have been frightened beyond 
the point of continuation. He was in the cave to catch a Rock-typed Pokémon to 
use in his first gym battle. The idea of his goal was firm in his mind, and it 
distracted him from his other emotions. 
 
Ethan crouched even lower. He thought, or felt, that the lower he was, the more 
difficult it would be to slip. He leaned forward to rest his weight on a waist-high 
rock. He pressed his hand on the rock’s surface. He paused. He did not know 
what, but there was something peculiar about the rock. Was it the temperature, the 
density, the surface texture? The hairs on his neck became erect. Two icy, solid 
hands clamped onto his wrist. The second they did he yanked his arm backwards. 
The strength of the hands were machine-like; Ethan knew that he could not pull 
his arm free. He fell backwards and landed flat on his behind. The thing clinging to 



his arm fell with him, letting go as it fell. Ethan was wet and sore, and not alone. 
The sound of the fall caused the Zubat to disperse. He crawled back carefully, 
keeping his eyes fixated on the spot in the darkness where he had been grasped. 
Ethan heard the harsh clobber of stones being clapped against each other 
rhythmically. The pace reminded him of footsteps; the sounds arced around him 
and headed for the exit. 
 
Ethan regained his creeping stance and hastily felt his way back to the light. His 
ambition was overwhelmed and he did not want to stay. He saw the lit patch of 
cave floor, and the ascent to his escape. He began to move more swiftly, then, his 
foot kicked a small boulder that lay on the ground; Ethan tripped forward and 
spun around. That rock was not there when he first entered. Ethan glanced at the 
new boulder; two arms unfolded from it. The rock pressed its knuckled hands on 
the cave floor and raised itself up. Ethan could just make it out in the darkness. 
The rocky Pokémon gurgled with a gravelly voice. It was trying to frighten Ethan 
from its territory. Ethan rapidly withdrew his Pokédex. 
 
     “Geodude, the Rock Pokémon. At rest, it looks just like a rock. Carelessly 
stepping on it will make it swing its fists angrily. This individual is...male.’’ 
 
Ethan immediately sent out Poliwag. 
 
     “Poliwag, go!’’ He exclaimed with a slight adrenaline-induced stammer. 
 
Brilliant blue light blasted the cave. Ethan got a temporary glimpse of his formerly 
unknown environment. Poliwag emitted a melodious chortle as it exited the 
Pokéball. 
 
     “Poliwag, use Bubble,’’ said Ethan. 
 
Before he could, Geodude launched his body at the foe. Geodude’s solid, stony 
mass slammed Poliwag hard. 
 
Though knocked violently, Poliwag returned the attack with a powerful Bubble. 
Geodude’s rocky hide was vulnerable to water-based attacks. The bubbles hit, 
drenching the Geodude with water. Geodude was slow to recover from the attack. 
He scraped his muddy hands along the floor and regained his position. Ethan 
knew what to do. 
 
     “Pokéball, go,’’ said Ethan. 
 
He spun a Pokéball at the injured Geodude. The metal ball struck Geodude with a 
crack, then opened, lighting up the the rock Pokémon, and the cave, with red light. 
The Pokéball fell to the cave floor with a second crack. The cave reduced to 



extreme darkness again. The only light in front of them was from the tiny glowing 
red button of the Pokéball. It twitched on the ground. The tiny particles of rocky 
sediment crunched underneath as the ball rocked. 
 
     “Come on...’’ said Ethan out loud. 
 
Poliwag peeped a quiet whistle. 
 
The Pokéball pinged, echoing throughout the cavern. Since the Zubat had left in a 
flurry, Ethan and Poliwag were left in silence. 
 
     “Yeah!’’ Ethan exclaimed. “Well done!’’ He said, slipping his hands over 
Poliwag’s slimy amphibious head. 
 
Ethan withdrew Poliwag into his ball, and ecstatically clambered up and out of the 
cave. He was met with warm sunlight and comparatively humid air. He had a large 
smile on his face. 
 
     “How’d you go?" Asked the hiker, still perched on the same rock. 
 
     “’Caught a Geodude,’’ replied Ethan. 
 
     “Oh well done. Tremendous Pokémon, I have two myself.’’ 
 
Ethan agreed and headed back to the opening of Route 31. He said goodbye to the 
hiker. 
 
Ethan sat his things on a large flat rock on the side of the route. He pulled up his 
mum’s contact on his Pokégear and called. He had spoken to his mum only a few 
times since he left. 
 
     “Hi hon,’’ she said smiling. 
 
     “Hey ma.’’ 
 
     “How are things?’’ His mum inquired. 
 
     “Great!’’ Ethan said confidently. “I’ve caught three Pokémon: a Poliwag, a 
Bellsprout, and a Geodude - about 15 minutes ago.’’ 
 
     “Congratulations!’’ His mum celebrated. “Where abouts are you?’’ She asked. 
“Somewhere in the mountains I can see.’’ 
 



From her Pokégear screen, Ethan’s mum could see the mountains looming in the 
background. 
 
     “Yeah, I just reached the top of Route 30, and am about to begin travelling on 
Route 31. I might set up here for the night.’’ 
 
     “Oh dear, you’d better set up quickly before it gets dark - I’ve already got 
dinner on. What are you going to get together?’’ Asked his mum. 
 
     “Hmm, I don’t really know. I have quite a few veggies in my backpack, and 
some rice. Maybe just something simple...’’ Ethan trailed off thinking about how 
hungry he was. 
 
     “No more news here,’’ his mum said, smiling with a solemn hint. 
 
Ethan did not recognise the boredom and loneliness evident in his mum’s tone.  
      
     “Ok, then - I’ll let you get back to dinner,’’ said Ethan, now raring to start 
cooking his own meal. 
 
His mum smiled, said good bye, and shut-off her end of the line. Ethan had barely 
lowered his wrist when his Pokégear lit up again. It was Joey. 
 
     “Yo Ethan, it’s Joey, got a minute?’’ Asked Joey eagerly. 
 
     “Sure.’’ 
 
     “Let’s get together and battle. I promise things will be different.’’ 
 
     “Have you caught any more Pokémon? I caught a Geodude just now,’’ said 
Ethan. 
 
     “...No.’’ Joey hesitated. “But my Rattata is heaps stronger. Route 30’s where I’ll 
be. Give me a shout when you come. All right. Later.’’ 
 
Ethan was about to say goodbye when Joey too, hung up unexpectedly. 
 
Cyndaquil lit the camp fire, then Ethan set up the site and began preparing for 
dinner. 
  



Chapter 6 

The Markets 
 
The Goldenrod Markets bustled with weekend customers investigating the goods 
and produce from the region. Stalls extended up many of the quieter streets, 
forming a dense network of shouting merchants and ambling patrons. 
 
A young couple strolled along a popular strip, glancing over jewellery and small 
electronic gadgets. As the pair walked, the calls and claims of the rowdy vendors 
became overwhelming. They spotted a narrow lane recessed behind two large 
popular stalls. They quickly slipped between the two stores to seek refuge in the 
cooler, darker part of the marketplace. They immediately recognised this alley as a 
place to purchase exotic, and potentially clandestine goods. Long trays of ice 
stretched along the front of many stalls bearing alien-looking fish that had been 
brought up from the bottoms of the ocean. Other, unidentified meats lay in the 
large ice trays. The couple curiously travelled up the lane, smelling and attempting 
to guess the source of the many varied fresh and cooked creatures. A store along 
the middle of the lane was run by three burly characters. They wore baggy clothes, 
and expressionless faces as they sorted and ordered their stock efficiently. These 
vendors emitted an intimidating aura that the boyfriend of the couple sensed as 
soon as he noticed the stall. 
 
     “Come get your tails,’’ one of the men breathed as he rolled a large pinkish tail 
onto the ice. 
 
The monger’s attention was on positioning the tails in the ice as he continued his 
spiel. The words seemed token and unimportant. 
 
The boyfriend held his arm around his partner’s waist as the young couple 
approached the stall. He could tell from the tone of the vendor’s voice, both, that 
these men would not ordinarily be found selling food at a market, and that they 
were trying to maintain a low profile while doing so. 
 
     “Fresh tails, don’t come any fresher...’’ the monger said. 
 
     “What type of tails are they?’’ The young girl inquired. 
 
Without looking up the man responded: 
 
     “These. These are from specially farmed Slowpoke. Stew ‘em, fry ‘em, feed ‘em 
to your pet - I don’t care.’’ He looked up menacingly, a thin smile spread across his 
face, “98 hundred PDs, just buy some.’’ He leaned forward intimidatingly. 
 
     “I think we’ll be fine thanks,’’ said the young man firmly. 



 
The man selling the tails gnashed his teeth and snapped. 
 
     “Well piss off then.’’ 
 
They both jumped in shock, then turned and walked hastily back to the boisterous 
main street of the market. 
 
     “We’re trying to sell these, ya know?’’ Said one of the older men at the stall, 
shaking his head. 
 
He was older than the other two volatile merchants. He had a wrinkled and gnarled 
face; cigarettes had stained his skin yellow-brown and worn away at his voice. 
  
     “Shut ya face Vinnie,’’ snapped the younger man. “If we were trying to make a 
little money, then they shouldn’ta got me sellin’ tails like some useless picciotto.’’ 
 
     “Quitcha whinin’ and sell some god-damned tails. If you actually get some work 
done, maybe you’ll be given a more engaging position,’’ said Vinnie with 
condescension. 
 
Vinnie walked to the back of the stall where the third merchant was withdrawing 
more tails from the coolers.  
 
     “I swear it,’’ he said, “if he ‘as a go at me one more time, I’m gonna finish ‘im.’’ 
 
He was speaking to Tyco, the head of the operation. Tyco turned. 
 
     “I don’t care what you do, just sell some friggin’ tails,’’ he hissed. 
 
Vinnie returned to the front of the stall. 
 
     “Get your Slowpoke tails, delicious...versatile, Slowpoke tails.’’ 
 
He began to draw the attention of traffic and developed a small crowd around the 
stall. 
 
Tyco put down a Slowpoke tail and exited the back of the stall. He emerged out 
the back, lit a cigarette, and sat on the stairs of an apartment building. He was 
relieved to hear the exchange of cash coming from inside the stall. Presently, he 
was steering the front end of a small operation to raise funds for something larger 
and much more important than Slowpoke tails. He, and dozens of other Rocket 
soldiers were under top-down pressure to generate serious money. The petty feuds 
between the grunts assigned to Tyco had begun to boil his blood. Over the 



weekend their stall was scheduled to make around 490,000 credits. The unlikely-
hood of this, and the certainty of his punishment enraged him. He snorted, 
dredging up phlegm from his nasal passage, then launched it onto the pavement at 
his feet. 
 
He rifled in his pocket, then withdrew a small palm-sized device and entered a 
code. He raised the device to his mouth: 
 
     “Tail sale ‘Vendor 3’, come in. Over,’’ said Tyco. 
 
The device emitted a beep, and then a voice. 
 
     “This is Vendor 3...go ahead,’’ responded a voice from the receiver. 
 
     “Vendor 3, how is business? Difficult to operate when it’s ran by a couple of 
knuckleheads, wouldn’t you agree? Over,’’ said Tyco. 
 
     “I don’t know where they find these idiots: it’s just not worth our time. Glad to 
hear it’s not just our stall. Over,’’ said the Rocket from the other end. 
 
Tyco rocked back and forth laughing, he finished his cigarette and continued. 
  
     “This upped money making bull, ‘you have any idea what they’re savin’ up for? 
Over,’’ said Tyco. 
  
     “We’re not s’posed to know, but I hear it’s called ‘Project R’. Heard some 
superiors discussing it. I think our little tail operation represents the money 
generation for R&D. Over,’’ said Vendor 3. 
 
     “R&D for what?’’ Asked Tyco. “...Over.’’ 
 
     “The ‘R’ of Project R, I s’pose. I couldn’t tell ya. I remember a couple of 
months ago, they held a meeting at Mahogany, all the supe’s I know went along. I 
assume that’s when it began, over,’’ said Vendor 3. 
 
     “Jesus. I just wanna be a gangster, not a bloody terrorist – too much effort,’’ he 
grinned, “what are they cooking? Over,’’ said Rocket Tyco. 
 
     “I dunno, bu...’’ the Rocket from Vendor 3 paused. “My supe’ is due to check 
in on the stand any minute. I’ll beep ya later. Over and out.’’ 
 
The small device in Tyco’s hand beeped twice and fell silent. He replaced it into his 
pocket and returned to his own stall. 
 



Inside the stall, the two Rocket grunts were rushing around between the register 
and the customers. The crowd was growing and their Slowpoke stock was 
diminishing. A Rocket superior was due to survey this stall, number 5, in 20 
minutes, and it suddenly seemed as though they were going to meet their expected 
sales. The Rockets’ pay was only awarded once they had sold a threshold of tails. 
Tyco rolled up his sleeves and pointed towards a customer to summon them 
forward. 
 
     “Which one’d you like?’’ He asked. 
 
A bulky man bustled his way through some already-served customers. He guided 
his finger towards one of the Pokémon tails. 
 
     “Yep, that one just there.’’ 
 
  



Chapter 7 

Abe the Quasher 

 
After days of trekking along Route 31, Ethan was approaching his next destination. 
He stood on top of a rock, and gazed into the distance. He could see large 
buildings interspersed with parkland. He raised his Pokégear and cycled through to 
the map option. A small satellite image of the Johto region appeared on the 
Pokégear’s screen. Three red lines formed a glowing triangle on a region of the 
map. Ethan manipulated the screen and the image zoomed in to focus on the area 
within the triangle. A yellow dot pin-pointed his location. 
  
     “You are on...Route...31...east of...Violet City,’’ said a robotic voice from the 
Pokégear. 
 
Ethan pressed a button on the screen, and the voice continued. 
 
     “Violet City: The City of Nostalgic Scents. Violet City is home to a rich culture 
with a humble and ancient history. City planners promote the integration of nature 
with humans. From your current calculated position...you may be able to observe 
the patches of parks and forests. Further, you may be able to observe Sprout 
Tower, an icon of Violet City. Further, you m...’’ 
 
Ethan clicked off the narration and continued forward. He could see Sprout 
Tower, it was slightly camouflaged by the forests that lay behind it, but it towered 
above the other buildings in the vicinity. But it was not the purpose for his journey. 
Violet City was the site of his first gym badge, the Zephyr Badge. Ethan pulled his 
hat tight onto his head and broke into a jog towards town. It was early in the day, 
and he was feeling good. 
 
Several kilometres later, and Ethan was walking along the road that led into the 
city. There was a large visitors’ building that seemed to beckon venturers. Tables 
and chairs were placed around the front of the building. A bespectacled man in his 
early twenties sat eating a sandwich. He spotted Ethan’s Pokéball bearing belt. 
 
     “Yo, ‘you taking on Falkner?’’ He asked. 
 
Ethan stopped. 
 
     “Yeah – how’d you know?’’ 
 
     “’You caught any Pokémon from Dark Cave? You might need to raise a 
Geodude to take on Falkner. He’s one brutally tough trainer.’’ 
 



     “Oh great,’’ Ethan said enthusiastically. “I actually already have a Geodude. 
Thanks.’’ 
 
The man turned away and continued eating his sandwich. 
 
     “No prob,’’ he said amidst a mouthful. 
 
Ethan entered the visitors’ centre. The second he entered the building he was 
greeted by a chirpy receptionist dressed like a guard. 
 
     “Hi there!’’ Said the man. 
 
He wore a striking red uniform with a black brimmed hat.  
 
     “You’re welcome to tea and coffee.’’ He motioned towards a table near Ethan. 
 
Ethan nodded in acknowledgement. 
 
     “Thanks.’’ 
 
Ethan walked to the machine and made a tea. 
 
     “Are you staying for long?’’ Inquired the receptionist. “I recommend Sprout 
Tower. Most tourists gain a lot from visiting the humble inhabitants of that most 
beautiful structure.’’ 
 
Ethan glanced up from his tea. 
  
     “I’m actually here to battle Falkner. I am not really interested in monk wisdom. 
How do you get to the gym from here?’’ 
 
     “Oh, ok. Well, you continue along this road into the city. The gym is on the 
main street, almost exactly in the middle. It’s a large cylindrical structure, you can’t 
miss it,’’ said the man. 
 
Ethan finished his tea and exited the centre. 
 

* * * 
 

Ethan brimmed with confidence as he walked briskly through the city. 
 
Though he couldn’t see any landmarks from the ground, he walked confidently 
through the streets. At every street corner he scanned the surrounding buildings 
for the cylinder mentioned by the visitors’ centre guard. 



 
He stood, waiting at a crossing. Cars flew past. Ethan spotted it, the gym. It was 
taller than many of the surrounding buildings; it spiralled up into the sky. It was a 
modern-looking structure with a purple exterior. Windows spiralled up the building 
as far as he could see. Ethan hadn’t lost a match yet, and he knew that he wasn’t 
going to lose to Falkner. 
 
He crossed the street and arrived at the gym entrance. He gazed upwards to its 
apex. At the top, the gym’s roof projected out like a dish, or a hat. He entered the 
building. The foyer was spacious, and relatively empty. A tall man with a forest 
green suit jacket strode over to meet Ethan.  
 
     “Hiya, are you here for a gym battle?’’ He asked with a toothy grin. 
 
Ethan nodded. 
 
     “My name’s Jim, and I’ll be your gym guide for today.’’ 
 
Ethan had never entered a gym before, and he was nervous at what seemed to be a 
very formal process. 
 
     “Come with me, and I’ll show you to the preliminary floor.’’ 
 
The gym guide walked quickly with Ethan in toe. As Ethan followed, he began to 
get very nervous. He knew that Cyndaquil was well rested, but he could have done 
with a visit to the Pokémon Centre first. Ethan was suddenly hyper-aware of his 
unpreparedness. The pair reached an apparently space-age glass elevator that was 
cylindrical like the entire gym. Ethan had never travelled very far from his home 
town, New Bark, and was in awe of the gym’s novelty. Jim pressed a button on the 
elevator’s console – one floor from the roof. 
 
     “Hey, I’m no trainer but I can give some advice,’’ said Jim, “believe me! If you 
believe, a championship dream can come true.’’ 
 
Ethan wanted to believe that he could make it, but he was still nervous about his 
potentially weakened Cyndaquil. Jim continued: 
 
     “You believe? Then listen. The Grass-type is weak against the Flying-type. 
Keep this in mind.’’ 
 
Ethan nodded; he only had one Grass-type, and that was Bellsprout. They stayed 
silent as the elevator ascended the tower. The tower’s floors were visible through 
the elevator’s transparent walls. Ethan watched as they whizzed by in a blur. The 
elevator slowed as it approached the selected floor. 



 
     “So, today we have two bird trainers that’ll challenge you before you face 
Falkner. If you defeat both of them, then you’ll be allowed to challenge the leader.’’ 
 
The guide smiled as the elevator door unfurled from around them. They stepped 
into an elongated room. There were two platforms on either side of the room with 
20 m of open space between them. Metre-wide planks of wood formed a 
zigzagging bridge across the abyss. The room had a high ceiling; the walls and 
overhead beams were also decorated with wood. Two tall, slender men stood on 
the narrow bridge that spanned the open floor. They were waiting for Ethan. He 
was reluctant to leave Jim’s side, but walked to the front of the platform and 
peered off the edge. It seemed to drop down to nothingness, but he assumed that 
that could not truly be the case. Considering the technology of the rest of the 
building, Ethan thought that it must simply be a hologram of a drop. He stepped 
onto the wooden bridge. It was sturdy, yet the apparent fall still caused his muscles 
to tighten all over. 
 
The first trial trainer stood tall and cocky; he had an angry bird-like Pokémon 
gripping his arm. His arm had padding for the bird’s talons to grip. The sides of 
the trainer’s head were shaved, and he had a spiky black crest of hair. Ethan 
noticed that the other trainer near the back of the room also had a mohawk. The 
bird on the first trainer’s arm shifted. Ethan had seen this Pokémon only a few 
times. 
 
He clicked open his Pokédex, and clicked it at his foe’s Pokémon: 
 
     “Spearow, the tiny bird Pokémon. Very protective of its territory, it flaps its 
short wings busily to dart around at high speed.’’ 
 
     “Alright, enough is enough. Close your machine, let’s battle,’’ said the trainer. 
 
Spearow jumped from the bird keeper’s arm and swooped around the room. It had 
red wings, and spiky brown feathers around its head and chest. Ethan watched it 
circle around the room, he tried to get better footing on the narrow bridge. 
Spearow flew close by Ethan’s ear. The bird had a very sharp beak. Both bird 
trainers stood firmly in their precarious positions. The trainer furthest away 
laughed. 
 
     “Come on Abe, this is getting silly,’’ he yelled. 
 
Ethan was getting nervous. He sent out Cyndaquil. 
 
     “Go Timon,’’ he said. 
 



Cyndaquil emerged from his Pokéball and crouched cautiously on the wooden 
bridge.  
 
     “Let me see if you are good enough to face Falkner,’’ said Ethan’s opponent. 
“Spearow, Peck!’’ He commanded. 
 
Cyndaquil was overwhelmed by the environment he had just emerged into. Ethan 
had informed his Pokémon of the upcoming gym battle, but Cyndaquil was 
nervous of the narrow foundation that it had to battle upon. The Spearow spiralled 
around the room then flew down towards Cyndaquil. The small fire Pokémon was 
cowering low to the ground. Spearow swooped, and struck Cyndaquil with a solid 
Peck attack.  
 
     “Spearow, use Growl,’’ commanded Abe the trainer. 
 
Spearow let out a loud warble that echoed around the room, bouncing between the 
ceiling’s beams. Cyndaquil tightened his huddling. Spearow’s intimidating Growl 
further lowered Ethan’s confidence too. The other bird trainer called out: 
 
     “It’s pretty obvious how this is going to pan out.’’ 
 
Both crested trainers laughed callously. Ethan was thrown off and unable to focus 
on a tactic. 
 
     “Tim, use SmokeScreen,’’ said Ethan. 
 
Cyndaquil began emitting wisps of smoke that gradually thickened till it was 
shrouding the Pokémon.  
 
     “Spearow, finish it with Fury Attack!’’ Yelled Abe. 
 
The Spearow immediately came darting down from near the rafters. It swooped 
rapidly through the smog then emerged from the other side with a smoking trail. 
The bird Pokémon then hooked and swooped back through the SmokeScreen 
again. Spearow swooped back through once more.  
 
     “Spearow has the Keen Eye ability,’’ said Abe, “its accuracy can’t be lowered.’’ 
 
The Spearow turned in the air, and dive-bombed the smoky shroud for a fourth 
time. Cyndaquil was sent flying out through the smoke with the fourth strike from 
Spearow. Ethan gasped in shock. 
 
     “Cyndaquil, Leer,’’ said Ethan. 
 



Cyndaquil reared his head, but was struck with the fifth and final swoop from 
Spearow. Cyndaquil rolled limply along the board-walk and came to a halt. 
 
     “The battle is over!’’ Said the gym guide firmly. 
 
Abe’s Spearow flew around once more, then came to land on its master’s arm. 
Ethan withdrew Cyndaquil. He was stunned. He was horrified to see his friend 
damaged so badly.   
 
     “Buck up champ,’’ said Abe. 
 
Ethan felt embarrassed to have marched to the gym so confidently, yet performed 
so poorly. Jim walked out onto the wooden bridge and placed his hand on Ethan’s 
shoulder. 
 
     “This happens more often than not,’’ he smiled. 
 
Ethan walked over and stood at the elevator. He glumly pressed the button for the 
bottom floor, though he felt as if he was already at the bottom. Behind him, he 
could hear the two bird trainers discussing the match. He gripped the Pokéball of 
his injured Cyndaquil and felt his eyes well up. 
  



Chapter 8 

Red 

 
Ethan sat in the dining area of the Pokémon Centre. The Sun had just gone down 
and it was getting cooler outside. 
 
A dozen people sat, chattering away in the warm room. The tables and chairs were 
all plastic so they could easily be cleaned. All Pokémon Centres provided free food 
to travellers and trainers, this drew many assorted folk. Ethan sat eating a sushi 
roll, staring off into the distance. All four of his Pokémon were being healed in the 
rejuvenation machines in the centre.  
 
     “Hey kid, come sit,’’ called an elderly voice. 
 
Ethan looked around. Next to the window on the far side of the room sat three 
people: a man, and a young couple. The older man was beckoning Ethan over. 
Ethan picked up his supper and joined the group. The man held out his hand to 
shake. 
 
     “The name’s Arden, and this is Alex and Eliz. What’s your name young man?’’ 
 
Ethan greeted the three people and sat. They resumed their discussion: 
 
     “I was just telling these two about Red from Pallet Town, have you heard of 
him?’’ Asked the man. 
 
Ethan shook his head. 
 
     “Young Red was just your age when he began his Pokémon journey from the 
small town of Pallet. This would have been...’’ the man glanced above Ethan’s 
head, squinting his eyes, “what, about three years ago now. Around that time a 
crime organisation known as Rocket was gaining a foothold in a few cities in that 
region. They had a number of headquarters and were gaining momentum as a 
considerable force of evil. I remember at the time, they were all over the news – 
they ran the Celadon game corner, and took over a prominent corporation of the 
time: Silph co.’’ 
 
Ethan was having trouble paying attention to Arden. As he spoke, Ethan’s mind 
wondered, how did he let himself walk into a gym match without visiting the Pokémon Centre, 
or preparing first? He was too embarrassed to focus. 
 
     “Anyway,’’ Arden continued, “through focussed training, and a series of bold 
attacks, Red single-handedly diffused each Rocket operation. Of course, the 
Rocket gang had violent, powerful Pokémon that everyone was frightened of. That 



apparently did not abate Red’s determination; he overcame all of them. Now, well, 
now you don’t hear of any Rocket. A one-boy vaccine, eh?’’ 
 
Arden leaned back and smiled. Alex, the next eldest person at the table, leaned 
forward and spoke: 
 
     “Well, it’s arguable as to whether Red would have been successful if Rocket 
managed to consolidate their plans. It seemed as though they were working 
towards something, and Red halted it before it could occur. That’s what I heard on 
the news anyway. I’m glad we didn’t get to find out what they were planning. What 
I find amazing,’’ Alex continued, “was how Red got his Pokémon to obey him. 
They were so powerful, yet he was so young.’’ 
 
     “What do you mean?’’ Asked Ethan. 
 
     “You haven’t heard about disobedient Pokémon?’’ Asked Alex. 
 
Finishing his sushi, Ethan shook his head. The other three people shifted their 
attention to a presence next to Ethan, and then slid their plates towards it. Ethan 
looked to his side and was startled by a large egg-shaped Pokémon standing next to 
him. It was over a metre tall, and had pale pink skin. It had a soft face and 
tentacled appendages on the sides of its head. 
 
     “Here you are Chansey,’’ said Arden, placing their empty food dishes on the 
tray held by Chansey. 
 
Chansey spoke in a soft, maternal voice that sounded like a human language, 
though the words were indeterminable. It murmured softly to itself as it organised 
the dishes on the tray with its stubby arms. Arden smiled. 
 
     “They pick up the mannerisms of the nurses they work with, like kids,’’ he said, 
“it’s very cute.’’ 
 
Chansey shuffled away with their dirty dishes. Ethan caught Alex’s attention again. 
 
     “When do Pokémon disobey?’’ He asked. 
 
     “That’s sort of the purpose of badges,’’ answered Alex, “when you’re a 
Pokémon trainer, you don’t just catch Pokémon, you’re starting a contract with 
those individuals. They want to be trained by a confident, and competent trainer, 
and they leave if they don’t recognise that in a person. The trainer wants strong 
Pokémon, and the Pokémon want a strong trainer – it works both ways.’’ Alex 
paused and glanced around to make sure that he wasn’t boring anybody. “Why Red 
will remain so memorable, is that he was so young, yet commanded the respect of 



a team of extremely powerful Pokémon. That’s what Pokémon Masters are. Each 
time a trainer earns a badge, it’s a badge to present to his team that says: ‘I am 
worthy of training you all’. Maintaining a Pokémon team requires an unimaginable 
amount of work. Attention needs to be given equally to all of the members, and if 
you have six Pokémon – that requires lots of thoughtful action, and lots of 
dedication. Myself – I only have two Pokémon, because I know that I couldn’t 
provide any more time than that. How many Pokémon do you have Ethan?’’ 
 
     “Three,’’ answered Ethan. 
 
     “That’s heavy,’’ said Alex. 
 
Ethan realised that he had four; he had forgotten about Bellsprout, but it was too 
late to mention. The group continued to talk for hours into the night, Chansey 
brought them rounds of hot beverages throughout. 
 
A complex melody sounded from the clock on the wall. 
 
     “That’s 9:30,’’ said Eliz, “my bed time – I had a big day.’’ 
 
As if Ethan had missed a signal, everybody else rose too. They began stretching, 
yet Ethan’s eyes were not heavy in the slightest. Nurse Joy noticed the group 
stretching and walked over.  
 
     “Let me take you to your sleeping quarters,’’ she said sweetly. 
 
They got up and walked through the centre into a darker corridor. Chansey 
waddled behind them, breathing heavily as she walked. 
 
     “Here you are Ethan,’’ said Joy. 
 
She handed him a Pokéball, he recognised it as his Poliwag’s ball. 
 
     “Your Poliwag came out of the rejuvenation circuit first. He’s fighting fit,’’ she 
smiled. “The others will be ready by morning.’’ 
 
They reached the sleeping quarters, everybody clambered into their beds and 
sleeping bags. Everyone fell asleep instantly, besides Ethan. 
 
Ethan lay on his side, staring at the trees through his window. He was on a top 
bunk and had a large window right next to his bed. He checked his Pokégear, it 
was 12:14AM; he had been awake for hours. He flipped open his Pokédex, 
silenced the device, and then read through the entries for the Pokémon he had 
encountered. 



 
He read the text for the Poliwag’ entry. 
 
     “Poliwag, the Tadpole Pokémon. It is possible to see this Pokémon’s spiral 
innards right through its thin skin. However, the skin is also very flexible. Even 
sharp fangs bounce right off it.’’ 
 
Ethan looked through the pictures and diagrams available for the Poliwag’ entry. 
He was trying to get his mind off everything he had experienced over the last 
couple of hours. He could not forget how frightened his Cyndaquil was, and how 
helpless he seemed without Ethan’s instructions. He felt the need to apologise to 
his Cyndaquil. Ethan’s imagination projected outcomes of rejection from his 
starter Pokémon. Imagine, if I was rejected by the Pokémon entrusted to me by Elm, he 
thought. Ethan began to feel ill. He stared out the window: fog was amassing 
outside, engulfing the trees – it looked cold. Ethan could not handle his internal 
monologue any longer, he silently clambered down from his bed, got dressed, 
grabbed his belt, and exited the Pokémon Centre. 
 
The Pokémon Centre was on the first block of Violet City, coming from the Route 
31 entrance. Ethan decided to go for a midnight stroll on Route 31 to clear his 
mind. He walked on the side of the road, though there were no cars. His breath 
frosted as it exited his mouth. The mild fear of walking around in a deserted city 
was a good distraction from his stewing angst. 
 
He walked along the tree-line, listening to the calls of the nocturnal bird Pokémon. 
He could hear screeches and whimpers that he tried to ignore. Ethan had no exact 
destination in mind, but if it wasn’t too far – he wanted to see the moonlit lake on 
Route 31. 
 
After half an hour of strolling, he could see the Moon’s reflection through a bank 
of trees. He walked off the main road, and down a path that led to the water. He 
found a bench, sat, and stared. The Moon was partially obscured by clouds, but the 
lake’s surface shone white. A Magikarp jumped from the water, breaking the glassy 
surface. As soon as the Pokémon re-entered the water, another fish Pokémon leapt 
out. 
 
Ethan was cold, he had begun shivering since he had stopped walking. The thick 
fog hugging the trees behind the bench began to roll towards him. He began to 
think about his rival. Before Ethan left for his journey, Professor Elm told him the 
name of the Totodile thief, the man that had threatened him. His name was 
Kamon, though he couldn’t remember his last name. Ethan recalled his reasons for 
setting off on a Pokémon journey: he had wanted to become independent, and to 
develop a Pokémon team that would allow him to face his fears, namely, Kamon. 
In the moonlight, the fog around Ethan’s feet adopted a purple hue. Ethan 



shuddered at the thought of encountering Kamon again. As he stared at the lake 
ahead of him, his shivering grew uncontrollable, and his fingers lost their sensation. 
He realised he felt weak and lethargic. The icy cold air that drew in through his 
nostrils began to smell of acrid fumes. 
 
The fog behind Ethan swirled and coalesced into a dark gaseous sphere that rose 
into the air behind him. The fog falling from around the black sphere shone purple 
in the moonlight. White fangs emerged through the black gas and hovered in place. 
The dark gas swirled, revealing large, empty eyes that transfixed on the boy. The 
hair on Ethan’s body raised in defence; he could sense a presence lurking behind 
him. Ethan’s eyes began watering from the poisonous fumes. It caused him to 
spatter – yet he couldn’t stand to move. 
 
A sinister voice whispered in his ear causing Ethan to jolt and turn around. He saw 
only trees, glistening with dew in the moonlight. He rose slowly from the bench. 
The whispering resumed: layers of different voices, tones, and paces. His heart 
began to pound in terror. He reached for his only Pokéball and cast it down. The 
blue light from the Pokéball illuminated the area. Through the blinding light from 
the ball, Ethan caught a glimpse of a floating face. Its presence only a flash. His 
heart rate accelerated at the sight of the horrific fanged face. The Pokéball returned 
to his hand. Poliwag landed on the ground, instantly leaping a metre backwards. 
Poliwag let out an angry gurgle and shot bubbles forwards into the night. The 
stream of bubbles slammed and burst into an invisible mid-air entity. A black 
sphere manifested from thin-air and rolled backwards through the night. Ethan 
gasped as he recognised the fanged face. After coming to a halt mid-air, the black 
sphere of gas soared towards Ethan’s face and hissed, bearing its white fangs. 
 
The glaring face caused Ethan to freeze with fear. He stood rigidly, staring into its 
eyes. The toxic purple fumes that surrounded the creature glowed in the 
moonlight. 
 
Poliwag shot a stream of bubbles into Ethan’s face. They were delicate, yet they 
shocked him into alertness. With his face wet and fresh, he regained control. 
 
     “Poliwag, Bubble again,’’ he said. 
 
From the entities face, a dark fleshy tongue emerged through the black gas and lay 
between the sharp fangs. The tongue stretched towards Ethan’s cheek. The line of 
Poliwag’s bubbles intercepted the tongue and shot into the creature’s mouth. 
 
Poliwag’s eyes focussed in on the foe and grew faintly blue. The spiral on its 
stomach began to tremble violently. The air between Poliwag and the foe wavered 
with distortion. The black gaseous entity slowed its movements. Its tongue and 
teeth retracted into the head, and the gaseous eyes spiralled inwards and 



disappeared. The purple haze wafted around its floating head and diffused into the 
surrounding air. 
 
Ethan was thinking clearly now. He whipped out his Pokédex and pointed it at 
Poliwag first: 
 
     “Hypnosis,’’ said the electronic voice. “A special Psychic-type move. The target 
is hypnotised into a deep sleep.’’ 
 
Ethan was overjoyed that his Pokémon had both saved him, and learnt a new 
technique. Ethan quickly clicked his Pokédex at the subdued gaseous body.  
 
     “Gastly, the Gas Pokémon. Its thin body is made of gas. Despite lacking 
substance, it can envelop an opponent of any size and cause suffocation. This 
individual is...female.’’ 
 
Ethan had never experienced a ghost Pokémon before. He rifled in his pocket and 
was delighted upon touching a spare Pokéball. 
  
He enlarged the Pokéball and threw it at Gastly. It clicked open, engulfing Gastly’s 
body and the purple smog that surrounded it. The Pokéball fell to the ground and 
began its rocking procedure. Ethan stood silently. After teetering five times, it lay 
still, then pinged. A layer of fog still floated over the ground surrounding Ethan 
and Poliwag. Poliwag whistled softly with contentment. 
 
Ethan was buzzing from the late night, or, early morning excitement. He tightened 
his hat and belt, and jogged back to the Pokémon Centre. 
  



Chapter 9 

The Grassy Plateau 
 
The main street of Violet City bustled with traffic, people, and Pokémon. Ethan 
walked casually on the side-walk taking in the sights. Though he had had a late 
night, he was awake early. Having caught Gastly, he was on the way back to feeling 
his normal confident self. He knew that he wanted to spend a few days training his 
Pokémon before challenging Falkner’s gym again. And, he wanted to visit some 
famous Violet City locations too. He did not know where to begin, the city’s 
buildings loomed all around. 
 
A young girl standing on the corner noticed Ethan’s bewilderment and approached 
him. 
 
     “Are you looking for something to do for the day?’’ She asked. 
 
     “Yes,’’ said Ethan. 
 
     “I’m sure you’ve already heard this, but, I recommend Sprout Tower. It’s just to 
the north; you follow this street to the end, turn left, then you’ll see the bridge to 
your right.’’ She informed. “Do you want me to draw you a map?’’ 
 
     “No, no, that’s fine,’’ said Ethan, “thank you for your help.’’ 
 
Ethan followed her instructions and made his way towards the tower. 
 
As he walked, the giant pagoda roof came into sight. Ethan could see it in the 
distance, towering into the sky. It had a decorated wooden spire at the apex. Ethan 
rounded a corner and met the opening to the landmark site. Small stone pillars 
scattered the entrance, prohibiting entry by vehicle. The road turned into 
cobblestone beyond the barricade. A small group of tourists were sitting on the 
pillars, posing for photos. When Ethan passed the people, he saw that the tower 
lay on the far side of a circular body of water. The lake was green with the 
reflection of deciduous trees that encircled the site. A sturdy wooden bridge 
stretched out to the middle of the water body, where it was anchored to a circular 
stone platform raised from the lake. A second wooden bridge then stretched from 
the platform to the tower. 
 
Ethan walked towards the ancient monument. The tower was built entirely from 
wood; it had successive layers of sections, each with charcoal-tiled rooves framed 
by ornate eaves. As Ethan strolled, he noticed Bug Pokémon landing on the water 
plants in the lake. Magikarp were launching from the water attempting to swallow 
the smaller individuals. 
 



Inside, the tower was dark, and lit only by candles and torches. Man-sized 
Bellsprout statues guarded the entry, their mouths wide open. In the middle of the 
room was a giant square pillar with many people gathered around it. The pillar 
penetrated the floor above. Ethan walked towards it and looked up. From his 
perspective, it appeared to travel to the apex, penetrating each floor of the tower. 
His hands rested on the pillar as he gazed upwards. He noticed the pillar shift 
under his weight. He stepped back with concern and saw that the pillar was 
shifting and swaying in all directions.  
 
     “See the pillar shaking?’’ Asked a woman standing next to Ethan, “people are 
training upstairs. The floors are held together only loosely, so they shift under the 
energy of Pokémon battles. The shifting floors in turn, transfer their energy into 
this pillar which acts as a shock absorber. Ingenious technology – millennia old.’’ 
 
Ethan raised his eyebrows with amazement, he was glad that he had not damaged 
the building. 
 
     “A Bellsprout over one hundred feet tall...people say that it became the central 
pillar here,’’ added an elderly woman listening in. 
 
The interior was entirely wooden; abstract shadows danced all around from the 
various interacting candle and torch lights. There were many people on this floor, 
yet it was very quiet. Ethan walked slowly and quietly towards the vertical ladder 
that led to the next level. An older man stood next to the ladder. 
 
     “Only if you reach the top will you obtain a special TM,’’ he said quietly. 
 
     “Why?’’ Asked Ethan, also quietly. 
 
     “It’s a special task that the sages have set up for Pokémon trainers. You’re a 
Pokémon trainer, right?’’ He asked. 
 
Ethan nodded. 
 
     “Great. Let the quest begin,’’ he said cheekily. 
 
Ethan began climbing the ladder when his Pokégear lit up, then began chiming. 
‘Joey Calling’ it read. Ethan tightened his lips with frustration, then clicked a 
button that denied the call. He looked down and saw that many of the visitors 
were looking at him. Route 30, I know, Joey! Ethan thought angrily. 
 
Ethan reached the second floor. Much of the ground was solid floorboard, yet 
there were gaps into the inter-floor space, the gaps were filled with criss-crossing 



beams. A robed man sat cross-legged in the corner. He was surrounded by candles, 
and had his head bowed.  
 
     “Welcome to Sprout Tower young trainer, my name is Nico,’’ he said without 
raising his head. 
 
     “...Thank you,’’ replied Ethan. 
 
     “In this tower, Bellsprout are our friends and teachers,’’ he said. 
 
Sage Nico got to his feet. He continued. 
 
     “Bellsprout are versatile Pokémon. When they are without food, they can 
sustain life without detracting from others. They use the energy provided by the 
Sun to live out their lives. Yet, they can also feed on insects when the opportunity 
arises. Have you ever watched a Bellsprout photosynthesising?’’ Asked the sage. 
 
Ethan remembered back to the morning after he had caught his Bellsprout. 
  
     “Yes,’’ he responded. 
 
     “What did you observe?’’ Asked Nico. 
 
     “It seemed very peaceful, almost meditative,’’ answered Ethan. 
 
     “Here at bell, Sprout Tower,’’ said Sage Nico, “we endeavour to model our 
behaviour on Bellsprout. We eat without taking lives wherever possible, and we 
contemplate our thoughts and ourselves. Of course, we can’t know what 
Bellsprout are thinking, but I’m sure it’s conducive to growth. We meditate with 
Bellsprout, train with Bellsprout, and battle with Bellsprout.’’ 
 
Nico whipped out a Pokéball. 
 
     “I choose you, Bellsprout,’’ he called. 
 
A large and healthy Bellsprout landed gracefully on the wooden floor.  
 
     “Come, let us battle,’’ said the sage. 
 
Ethan sent out Cyndaquil. 
 
     “Bellsprout, use Growth,’’ said Nico. 
 
     “Cyndaquil, use Ember,’’ said Ethan. 



 
Bellsprout twisted and began summoning internal stores of energy. Cyndaquil 
turned and aimed the fire patches on his back towards his foe. Wisps of flame 
emerged from Cyndaquil, scorching the Bellsprout. 
 
Once the embers dissipated, Bellsprout remained in its previous stance for a few 
seconds before toppling over in a heap.  
 
     “Though we constantly develop our focus,’’ explained Nico as he withdrew 
Bellsprout, “we are not yet masters.’’ 
 
The sage sent out a second Bellsprout which Cyndaquil quickly defeated with 
another Ember attack. Nico sent out a third Bellsprout which also met the same 
defeat as his previous two Pokémon. 
 
     “I’m just too weak,’’ conceded Sage Nico. “I hope we battle again.’’ 
 
Ethan made his way towards the next ladder, and up to the third floor. The gaps in 
the floorboards formed a labyrinth of space to be avoided. 
 
Ethan and Timon climbed and battled their way through five other sages, and 
defeated nine more Bellsprout before meeting the head sage on the top floor. 
 
Ethan reached the final floor; he felt as though he could sense the tower swaying 
rhythmically beneath his feet. The head sage, Li, was talking with another trainer. 
The room was dark, and lit by few candles. The old man spoke calmly, but with 
sorrow in his voice. 
 
     “You are indeed skilled as a trainer. As promised, here is your TM. But let me 
say this: you should treat your Pokémon better. The way you battle is far too harsh. 
Pokémon are not tools of war... 
 
The elderly man passed a satchel to the trainer. Ethan walked closer, and noticed 
the long, dark red hair of the recipient trainer. 
 
Ethan’s stomach lunged into his throat. It was Kamon, the man that had 
threatened Ethan with his life. Ethan stood still, trembling, thinking quickly about 
where to go. He walked silently over to a corner of the room. He saw a painting of 
a Bellsprout on the wall and stood in front of it, pretending to be engrossed in the 
art.  
 
     “Humph, he claims to be the elder, but he’s weak,’’ Kamon explained to 
another sage sitting in the room. 
 



Ethan listened intently and resisted the temptation to turn and look. His heart 
pounded in his eyes. 
 
     “It stands to reason,’’ Kamon said to Sage Li, “I’d never lose to fools who 
babble about being nice to Pokémon. I only care about strong Pokémon that can 
win. I really couldn’t care less about weak Pokémon.’’ 
 
Sage Li bowed his head. Kamon strode loudly across the wooden floorboards 
towards the ladder. He paused on the ladder as he noticed the boy standing in the 
corner. Ethan’s hair stood on end as he sensed his rival glance at his turned back. 
Kamon looked away and continued down. He descended the ladder and walked 
out of earshot. 
 
Ethan breathed a sigh of relief and turned from the painting. Sage Li was already 
looking at Ethan, anticipating his approach. 
 
     “So good of you to come here,’’ he said. “Sprout Tower is a place of training. 
People and Pokémon test their bonds to build a bright future together. I am the 
final test. Allow me to check the ties between your Pokémon and you.’’ 
 
     “Bellsprout, go!’’ Said Li. 
 
Ethan felt intimidated by this sage, but confident that he could defeat another 
Bellsprout.  
 
     “Cyndaquil, I choose you again,’’ said Ethan, throwing Cyndaquil’s Pokéball 
down. 
 
Sage Li’s Bellsprout had a sturdy trunk and looked far more powerful than all of 
the Bellsprout that Cyndaquil had battled so far.  
 
     “Cyndaquil, use Leer!’’ Said Ethan. 
 
     “Bellsprout, Vine Whip,’’ said Li. 
 
Cyndaquil shot a glare at his foe, but was quickly slapped by a fibrous vine from 
Bellsprout. A second vine whipped downwards at Cyndaquil who adeptly rolled to 
the side. 
 
     “Use Ember,’’ said Ethan. 
 
Cyndaquil pounced, then slid towards Bellsprout, loosing embers from his back. 
Bellsprout quickly jumped from the source of danger. 
 



     “Bellsprout, double Vine Whip.’’ 
 
Bellsprout’s beady eyes locked onto its target which stood metres in front. Two 
thick vines unfurled from its centre trunk; they swung outwards, then sliced 
inwards like scissors.  
 
     “Dodge them and use Ember!’’ Called Ethan. 
 
Both vines closed in. Cyndaquil leaped through the air towards Bellsprout’s head, 
turning mid-air to blast embers straight at the plant Pokémon. Bellsprout’s twin 
vines skimmed over each other and wrapped back around to whip its own spindly 
legs. Cyndaquil’s mass forced Bellsprout backwards onto the ground. Bellsprout 
gurgled air through the liquid in its head.  
 
     “Bellsprout, return,’’ said Sage Li. 
 
     “Wahoo!’’ Ethan celebrated. 
 
Cyndaquil hopped around excitedly, flinging his thick hind legs outwards. Another 
sage sitting in the corner smiled in passive celebration. Ethan had never battled a 
Pokémon trainer as experienced as Sage Li before. He was nervous but relieved 
with the type match-up. 
 
     “I still have two Pokémon,’’ said the sage. 
 
     “Sure thing.’’ 
 
Ethan also had two other Pokémon, as well as Cyndaquil. Li sent out his second 
Pokémon: 
 
     “Bellsprout, go!’’ 
 
Ethan was glad to see another Bellsprout. His Cyndaquil was super-effective 
against this type of foe, and both of them were experienced enough to defeat most 
Bellsprouts quickly. 
 
The second Bellsprout looked as powerful and healthy as the last. Upon facing his 
eleventh foe, Cyndaquil became overwhelmed at having to battle again. Ethan 
noticed that his Pokémon was beginning to tire. 
 
Ethan watched on as Cyndaquil, though exhausted, battled and defeated the 
second foe with equivalent speed and force. 
 
Sage Li withdrew Bellsprout. 



 
     “My final Pokémon,’’ he said. “Hoothoot – come out!’’ 
 
The sage threw down his Pokéball. It cracked open, and a large owl-like Pokémon 
fluttered out. It landed on the ground in front of Cyndaquil and tilted its head to 
the side. The Pokémon balanced with only a single foot on the ground. 
 
Cyndaquil cautiously looked up into the Pokémon’s enormous red glowing eyes. 
The owl’s pupils were dilated in the low light of the room. The Hoothoot tilted its 
head to the other side; transparent membranes flicked sideways across its eyes. It 
had black eyebrow feathers that branched outwards off its face giving it an 
intimidating glower. 
 
     “Quick, use Ember,’’ said Ethan. 
 
Cyndaquil shot out cinders at the bird Pokémon. Hoothoot hopped to the side but 
caught some of the cinders in its small wing – its feathers got slightly singed. After 
the successful Ember attack, Cyndaquil began panting with exhaustion. 
 
     “Peck,’’ said Li. 
 
Hoothoot launched forward with its enormous taloned foot, and then pecked 
Cyndaquil square on the skull. 
 
Cyndaquil instantly fell to the side – devoid of energy. 
 
     “You’ve done a great job Tim,’’ said Ethan. 
 
He withdrew Cyndaquil to rest in his Pokéball. Ethan was extremely impressed 
with his Cyndaquil, that it had defeated eleven opponents in a row. He had already 
decided on his next Pokémon, and was excited to use her in battle. 
 
     “Gastly – I choose you!’’ Called Ethan, casting out his Pokéball. 
 
 
Plumes of purple fumes welled from the Pokéball. Gastly manifested as a black 
sphere appearing in the centre of the room. She bobbed up and down in the air, 
and turned to Ethan. Though it was his own Pokémon, Gastly’s gaze was 
intimidating. 
 
Gastly poked her tongue out and waved it about comically. Ethan laughed at the 
bizarre scene. Gastly let out an undulating hiss that Ethan interpreted as laughter. 
Sage Li commented: 
 



     “Have you battled with your Gastly before?’’ He asked. 
 
     “No,’’ responded Ethan. 
 
     “Let me show you why it is a unique type of Pokémon,’’ explained Li, 
“Hoothoot, use Tackle.’’ 
 
Hoothoot flew towards Gastly. The ghost Pokémon turned slowly to meet the 
bird’s tackle. Instead of colliding, Hoothoot flew straight through Gastly’s 
immaterial body. The foe attacked again, swooping fast this time. Again, the bird’s 
attack passed straight through Gastly who began to hiss with laughter.  
 
     “Normal-typed attacks do not affect Ghost-typed Pokémon,’’ said the sage. 
 
Gastly swept down to Hoothoot and retaliated with a Lick attack. Gastly’s caustic 
tongue passed straight through Hoothoot, as if the tongue was non-existent. 
 
     “Conversely, Ghost-typed moves don’t affect Normal-typed Pokémon such as 
Hoothoot either,’’ explained Li. 
 
     “Hoothoot, use Foresight,’’ said Li. 
 
The owl’s magnificent eyes shone blood red. Gastly drifted side to side trying to 
avoid its gaze, but Hoothoot was locked on. Light radiated from the two red eyes, 
piercing through Gastly and lighting up her ghostly body. 
 
     “The Foresight technique increases accuracy, and identifies ghost Pokémon, 
enabling Normal-typed attacks to do damage’’ explained Li. “Hoothoot, use Tackle 
again.’’ 
 
Gastly floated around the room attempting to evade Hoothoot. The owl-like 
Pokémon picked up into a low swoop and tackled Gastly again. This time the 
attack landed, knocking Gastly backwards through the air. 
 
Ethan realised that all of Gastly’s offensive moves were ineffective, and thus could 
not damage Hoothoot. Ethan grew anxious and thought quickly.  
 
     “Gastly,’’ he called. 
 
Gastly turned to pay attention to Ethan; her dark face focussed in on her trainer. 
 
     “Use Hypnosis,’’ said Ethan. 
 
Sage Li overheard Ethan’s command – Gastly’s next attack. 



 
     “Defeat Gastly before she uses Hypnosis,’’ the sage instructed. 
 
Hoothoot let out a guttural hoot as it swooped in to attack Gastly again. Ethan 
knew that if his Gastly got knocked out, then she would not gain any experience 
from the battle. He made his choice. 
 
     “Gastly, return,’’ said Ethan. 
 
Gastly span around and became engulfed in the light of her Pokéball. Hoothoot 
swooped through thin-air as Gastly withdrew into the Pokéball. 
 
Ethan was looking forward to battling with his next Pokémon too. 
  
     “Geodude, I choose you.’’ 
 
Ethan launched his Pokéball into battle. 
 
Geodude emerged and clunked onto the ground; his weight reverberated through 
the floors below. Hoothoot landed softly on a single foot and cocked its head. 
Geodude punched his fists together and growled with his gravelly voice.  
 
     “Defense Curl,’’ said Ethan. 
 
Geodude wrapped his rocky arms around his body and tightened their hold.  
 
     “Hoothoot, use Growl,’’ said Li. 
 
Hoothoot began screeching at Geodude; the calls echoed off the stony Pokémon 
and had no apparent effect. Sage Li and Ethan covered their ears from the 
cacophony. 
 
     “Defense Curl again.’’ 
 
Geodude flexed his muscles, transforming into an impenetrable fortress. 
 
     “Strike it with Peck attack,’’ said Li. 
 
Hoothoot began pecking Geodude violently; small bits of dust began to chip off of 
Geodude’s rocky hide. 
 
     “Now Geodude, use Tackle!’’ 
 



Geodude pushed himself off the ground with his powerful rocky hands and 
smacked into Hoothoot. With a stifled hoot, Li’s last Pokémon was knocked out. 
 
Ethan high-fived his Geodude’s solid hand, and instantly regretted the action.  
 
     “Ahh, excellent,’’ said Sage Li, “you and your Pokémon should have no 
problem using this move. Take this Flash TM. Flash illuminates even the darkest 
of all places. But to use it out of battle, you need the badge from Violet’s gym.’’ 
 
He handed a satchel to Ethan and bowed his head with respect. Ethan struggled to 
suppress out loud laughter over his victory.  
 
     “I noticed you appreciating that painting over there,’’ said the sage. “Come – 
sit.’’ 
 
Ethan sat obligingly.  
 
     “Have you heard the fable of the Bellsprout?’’ He asked. 
 
     “No,’’ said Ethan. 
 
     “Then let me tell you. There once was a vast field, home to many Pokémon and 
plants. The area was kept fertile and safe by a colony of peaceful Bellsprout. 
Frequent rains would cause flooding from the hills from the north, causing the 
area to become inundated. If not for the Bellsprout, the flood waters would erode 
away the soil and wash away the Pokémon and plants. The roots of the Bellsprout 
were responsible for holding the soil together and keeping the life of the area 
stable. When plagues of insects would ravish the plant-life, Bellsprout would 
consume them to keep their numbers down. However, a large plateau of the field 
had never been protected by the Bellsprout or their roots. This area bore no life; 
no plants could grow, and no Pokémon hide. One Bellsprout had a goal to get to 
the plateau, establish its roots and allow the grasses and Pokémon to inhabit that 
area. This Bellsprout walked to this part of the field and set its roots down. 
Expectedly, the next flood washed this Bellsprout away. Other Bellsprout in the 
colony began to attack this individual for trying to establish new territory. Though 
the lone Bellsprout would get washed away each time it reached the plateau, it 
continued persevering. Until, one day, a flood occurred, and the roots of the lone 
Bellsprout were so deep and strong that it did not get washed away.’’ 
 
Ethan shifted his gaze towards the painting to avoid staring at the sage. 
  
     “This Bellsprout remained rooted in the plateau for months, growing taller and 
taller. One day, a Hoothoot landed and told all of the Pokémon in the area that the 
next flood would be catastrophic. The flood waters would remove all Pokémon 



and plants that lived there. The lone Bellsprout on the plateau acknowledged the 
advice but remained confident in the stability of its roots, that its foundations 
would remain strong. The other Bellsprout had little faith in their roots, and so 
immediately left the area. Other stubborn Bellsprout were slow to leave and only 
uprooted once the storm began to strike. Torrents of water raged down from the 
hills, sweeping up all of the stubborn, indecisive Pokémon. The flood waters 
slammed the plateau held together by the lone Bellsprout. The ground remained 
firm, held together tightly by the persistent Pokémon. All of the plants that grew 
around this Bellsprout remained rooted as well. The water from this flood 
remained. All of the Bellsprout without strong foundations were swept away, or 
forced to leave their homes. Only the individual who had faith in its roots was 
capable of persevering through each trial. This Bellsprout grew hundreds of feet 
into the air, its roots growing stronger as it grew – until one day it died. It 
bequeathed its remains to the inhabitants of the area as a refuge for people, plants, 
and Pokémon to bond and ruminate on the trials that enabled it to grow to the sky. 
We are standing in the presence of that Bellsprout. The central pillar, the 
shinbashira, of this tower is that Bellsprout’s trunk. Watch, as the pillar flows with 
the impacts along its length – bending and swaying with each pressure. Even in 
death, the lone Bellsprout continues to teach us.’’ 
 
Ethan thanked Sage Li and made his way towards the ladder.  
 
     “Inspiring battle,’’ said another sage seated on the floor, “I wish I had a 
Bellsprout to accompany me during battle and meditation.’’ 
 
     “There are plenty on Route 31,’’ suggested Ethan. 
 
Ethan paused, then withdrew a Pokéball from his belt. 
 
     “Here,’’ he said, handing the Pokéball to the sage on the floor. 
 
The sage took the ball. It opened up, and Ethan’s Bellsprout emerged. 
 
The Bellsprout stood on the floorboards looking confused. The liquids in her head 
sloshed as she glanced around the unfamiliar space. Dunking sounds echoed dully 
through her head as she explored the room with trepidation.  
 
     “You would allow me to take care of your Pokémon partner?’’ The sage asked, 
getting to his feet. 
 
     “Sure would,’’ said Ethan. 
 
The sage bowed as low as he could. 
 



     “I am greatly indebted to you,’’ he said. “Good luck on your journey humble 
trainer.’’ 
 
Ethan heard footsteps up the ladder, and another young trainer emerged onto the 
floor. She began talking to Sage Li. Ethan overheard Li speaking to the new 
trainer: 
 
     “Have you ever heard the fable of the Bellsprout?’’ He asked. 
 
Ethan said his goodbyes to the sage that he was speaking to, and then waved 
goodbye to his Bellsprout. The plant Pokémon was gazing at the Bellsprout 
painting on the wall. She turned to Ethan and waved with her leafy arm. Ethan 
descended the ladder feeling wholly confident within himself once more. 
  



Chapter 10 

Earl Dervish’s Pokémon Academy 
 
The next day, Ethan awoke late. He looked around the Pokémon Centre sleeping 
quarters; all of the beds were made – he was the only one still lying in. He arose 
slowly, feeling rejuvenated after a long, uninterrupted bout of sleep. Ethan 
internally sketched out his schedule for the day. He had learnt his lesson, and 
planned to take on Falkner only once his own Pokémon had levelled up 
substantially. This meant many days of training ahead. 
 
Ethan leapt from his bunk, put on a fresh black t-shirt, and then his red jacket. He 
slid his yellow and black cap backwards over his hair, and got his other possessions 
together. He made his way to the Pokémon Centre eating area where a few familiar 
faces were still finishing their breakfasts. Having stayed at the centre for a few 
nights, Ethan was beginning to make friends with the other travellers. 
 
     “Taking on Falkner today?’’ Asked Alex. 
 
     “Haha, no. I want to make sure I don’t get walloped again. I was thinking 
Thursday, if you and Elize’d like to come along and watch?’’ Said Ethan. 
 
     “Of course,’’ Alex replied. 
 
Ethan finished his breakfast and headed to the Poké Mart on the other side of 
town. 
 
Upon crossing the road to enter the shop, Ethan was bustled by two burly men 
walking past with a thick beam in their arms. They were heading to a construction 
site next to the Poké Mart. An Aipom, the purple monkey-like Pokémon species, 
held the wooden beam up from the middle. It was hooting excitedly. While both 
its hands held up the beam, its handed tail gripped a satchel of tools. Ethan waited 
for the trio to pass before entering the Poké Mart. 
 
     “Just these thanks,’’ said Ethan, placing his items on the counter. 
 
     “Eight Pokéballs, three potions, and two antidotes – that’ll be 2,700 credits 
thank you.’’ 
 
Ethan handed the money to the clerk. 
 
     “You’re not planning on going down Route 36 any time soon are you?’’ Asked 
the Clerk. 
 
Ethan nodded. 



 
     “People are saying there’s a funny-looking tree blocking the way. It dances and 
wiggles, but doesn’t vacate. Causing a lotta’ trouble for a lotta’ folk apparently. 
Might be worth having a look I s’pose...’’ 
 
Ethan left the mart and headed back. 
 
As Ethan passed the Violet Gym, he looked upwards, squinting towards the roof. 
The silhouette of a bird shot out off the side of the gym’s roof, then, an enormous 
blue triangle glided after it. Ethan didn’t hear him approach, but a heavyset man 
stood by his side, twirling his moustache.  
 
     “Falkner be that, leader of the city’s gym,’’ said the man. 
 
The man’s voice caused Ethan to jump in shock. He stood very close. 
 
     “Be gliding out and in. Battle gym leader, win you did?’’ He asked. 
 
Ethan hesitated with confusion: 
 
     “...ah, no, not yet.’’ 
 
     “Is that so? Then study you shall!’’ He said flamboyantly, before twirling on the 
spot. “Follow me.’’ 
 
The large man skipped along the street-side with Ethan in toe. He got to a traffic 
crossing, twirled on the spot, and then pressed for the light. 
 
     “Earl Dervish, the name’s,’’ he said, smiling at Ethan. 
 
He stood, waiting for the light, humming and twirling the sides of his moustache. 
The light was clear to cross; Earl skipped across the road. He reached the path on 
the other side and did a 360o spin on the spot. 
 
     “Here, teacher I am. Good it is you study here,’’ he said, motioning backwards. 
 
Ethan looked at the building: ‘Earl’s Pokémon Academy’. Earl handed a pamphlet 
to Ethan. It had information on the classes available. On the back, it had a list of 
status ailments that can affect Pokémon: Poisoned, Paralysed, Asleep, Burnt, and 
Frozen, along with their symptoms, causes, and cures.  
 
     “Handy, you think?’’ Asked Earl. 
 
     “Very!’’ Exclaimed Ethan. 



 
 He folded the pamphlet, and slid it into his pocket. 
 
     “Beat Falkner, you will. Explain you, let me.’’ 
 
Earl walked into the trainers academy.  
 
     “Father’s gym he owns. Rarely defeated is he; known by City Violet as ‘The 
Elegant Master’.’’ 
 
Ethan walked through the academy. It was a new building; it smelled of fresh 
carpeting and paint. Two young trainers sat on modern cubic chairs. One of them 
was smiling: 
 
     “I traded my best Pokémon to the guy beside me,’’ said the boy. 
 
The other trainer let the Pokémon out of its ball; it was a Sentret. A sentry 
mammalianoid Pokémon with a large, striped bushy tail. It clutched a small fruit in 
its tiny hands. 
 
     “Huh? The Pokémon I just got is holding something...’’ said the second trainer. 
 
Another young member of the academy was standing by. She raised her index 
finger to signify a shift into her didactic mode: 
 
     “A Pokémon holding a berry will heal itself in battle. Many other items can be 
held by Pokémon.’’ 
 
Earl straightened himself next to Ethan, a subtle cue that associated himself with 
the well-educated students. 
 
     “Right are you, Jan. Pokémon will, and can hold items. Benefit they do.’’ 
 
Other students were scribbling notes down. Ethan glanced around the complex. 
There were many cubicles with transparent glassed walls. The cubicles were full of 
students writing and explaining principles to one another. Some cubicle walls were 
filled by an entire screen with amateur diagrams scribbled across their surface. 
 
The newly traded Sentret began scampering around the room, then raising itself off 
the ground with its tail – surveying the territory. 
 
     “Wonderful are Pokémon, yes!’’ Exclaimed Earl, also with his finger raised in 
the air. He turned to Ethan, “teach you I will to be a better trainer. What you want 
to know? Want to be a winner is you?’’ 



 
Ethan nodded expectantly. 
 
     “Good! Teach you I will.’’ Earl span on the spot, then lowered himself to 
Ethan’s level. “In battle, Pokémon top on list jump out first. Change order in list, 
make battle easy, maybe! What order you use?’’ Asked Earl. 
 
Ethan lifted his shirt, revealing his Pokéball bearing belt.  
 
     “I send the Pokéball near the front of the buckle out first, which is my 
Cyndaquil: Tim.’’ 
 
Earl nodded excitedly. 
 
     “Good, good. More from me you want to hear? So, want to know how to raise 
Pokémon well? Fine. Teach you, I will. If Pokémon come out in battle even briefly, 
some experience points it gets. At top of list put weak Pokémon. Switch in battle 
quick! This way, weak Pokémon strong become.’’ 
 
Though Earl’s words were convoluted, Ethan was aware of this principle. If a 
Pokémon experiences a battle – even if it is only for a few moments – it will learn, 
adapt, and grow. If the Pokémon gets knocked out before the battle concludes, it 
does not retain the experience. That is why Ethan decided to withdraw Gastly in 
her battle against Sage Li’s Hoothoot. 
 
Ethan was ready to leave and begin his training for Falkner. He said farewell to the 
students he had just met. He thanked Earl and moved for the exit. 
 
     “Good to Pokémon you must be,’’ called Earl as Ethan left. 
 
Earl held is arm in the air to wave goodbye, slapping his fingers against his palm. 
Ethan smiled and returned the wave. 
 
Ethan headed back towards Route 31, the route that led from Violet City to Dark 
Cave. Along this route was the lake where he had caught his Gastly. Ethan was 
relatively familiar with this environment, and he thought it a good spot to train. He 
moved the Pokéballs containing Timon, and Geodude towards the front of his 
belt. Falkner uses two Pokémon to challenge trainers, and Ethan was intending on 
using his Cyndaquil and Geodude to take on the fabled leader. If he was to win the 
Zephyr Badge, Ethan knew that his Pokémon had to be fighting fit. He glanced 
around for a trainer to battle. 
 
Ethan caught eyes with a bug catcher: a boy wearing a farmers’ hat and holding a 
butterfly net.  



 
     “’You a trainer?’’ The bug catcher called. 
 
     “Sure am,’’ Ethan called back. 
 
  



Chapter 11 

Project R 
 
Four months earlier beneath Mahogany Town, thirty uniformed figures stood in a 
boardroom awaiting the details of what would be their mission for the next year. 
Two men, silhouetted in-front of a wall-sized monitor, stood in front of them. 
  
One of the silhouetted figures wore a black, pin-striped suit and demanded 
attention from the audience. He stood with his hands crossed in front, laser 
pointer in hand. He leaned towards the microphone bearing podium: 
 
     “To explain the plan in more detail, let me invite Professor Sebastian to the 
mic,’’ he said.  
 
The room was buffeted with stern, military-like applause. The professor was 
handed the laser. 
 
     “Some of you may not know me, but I am Professor Sebastian,’’ said the 
second man. 
His voice boomed from speakers mounted in the corners of the room. Sebastian 
pressed a button on the laser pointer, and the monitor’s image changed. A sterile 
passport photo of the professor and a list of his credentials showed on the giant 
screen. 
 
     “I was on the committee that developed the Master Ball, and one of the 
scientists that introduced our former leader, Giovanni, to that device. I am also the 
former head of a laboratory that researched the mechanism of evolutionary stones 
on Pokémon metamorphosis,’’ he continued, pushing his glasses up the bridge of 
his nose. 
 
The room of Rocket superiors began to murmur amongst themselves. 
      
     “And now I have a new project,’’ said Sebastian with an enterprising air. “A 
project purely for Rocket: ‘Project R’.’’ 
 
The previous suited speaker stood forward and initiated an enforced applause. 
Professor Sebastian switched to the next slide for the presentation. It displayed 
waves, graphical representations of various frequencies. 
 
     “The atomic properties of many objects in nature generate vibrations at distinct 
frequencies, known as resonant frequencies,’’ said the professor. He smoothed 
down his black goatee with his fingertips, and continued, “it is known that the 
molecular structure of DNA can be manipulated by external electromagnetic 
waves. And it has been shown by my own research that evolutionary stones can 



provide the specific frequencies necessary to augment Pokémon DNA. We 
speculate this, as the mechanism behind crystal induced evolution.’’ 
 
The image on the giant monitor switched again. This time it was a photograph of a 
dozen or so rocks and crystals lying on a metal table. 
 
     “Over the last six months, we have conducted a round of pilot studies to 
identify the properties of all known evolutionary stones. We have found that their 
crystalline lattices share similar resonant frequencies.’’ The professor took a sip of 
water. “If given the opportunity, and resources, we could theoretically generate an 
artificial crystal that synthesised the properties of many evolutionary stones. We 
could then harness this new crystal in powerful ways.’’ 
 
Sebastian’s research team had run dry of money; he needed the resources to test 
his theories, and the amoral framework within which to test them. An environment 
that only Rocket could provide. But to obtain that position, he first had to 
manipulate his audience. 
 
Behind Sebastian, the monitor changed again – this time, to a stylised ‘R’, designed 
to appear metallic. 
 
     “This ‘R’ stands for Rocket – us. Look around you, at the technology and 
resources, the intellect and drive. We are Rockets. I intend to integrate our 
strengths to envelop new territory, territory that could not be touched with the 
scatter-shot approach of the Kanto faction. We will succeed where they failed. 
Gathered here, are thirty of the highest-ranking Rocket members from all over the 
Johto region. After this meeting, you will leave informed. You will instruct your 
troops to perform any task necessary to accomplish our goals.’’ The momentum of 
the professor’s speech reached a crescendo. “Rocket will pioneer the space age of 
crime!’’ The room exploded with another round of applause and scattered whistles. 
Professor Sebastian stood like a statue, staring into the darkness of the crowd. He 
had won, the professor thought. In-group, out-group rhetoric always won. 
 
     “Back to Project R,’’ he said calmly. “Our head engineer proposed that we use 
our synthetic crystal as an oscillator, transmitting its resonant frequency via radio 
waves. If we could procure a radio transmitter, this crystal oscillator could 
theoretically trigger spontaneous evolution in many Pokémon not normally 
affected by evolutionary stones.’’ 
 
Sebastian did not particularly care whether the audience fully appreciated, or even 
comprehended what he was explaining. The other speaker strode over and stood 
next to the professor. 
 



     “With this technology,’’ said the head Rocket as he took the microphone, “we 
could evolve otherwise useless Pokémon into their final evolutionary forms, and 
then sell them on. We could artificially evolve and therefore weaponise all of our 
utility Pokémon. With these soldier Pokémon, we could mount an armada against 
the authorities and claim the Johto region.’’ 
 
The head Rocket continued the tone of Sebastian, attempting to ride the energetic 
coattails of the professor’s presentation. The Rocket clicked a button on the laser 
pointer. The giant metallic ‘R’ remained on the screen, but the letters, ‘E-V-O-L-
U-T-I-O-N’ appeared below it. 
 
     “Project Revolution begins today,’’ said the Rocket. 
 
He clicked another image onto the monitor. On the left was a chronological 
schedule of the project, and on the right, a complex flowchart of the resources 
required. 
 
     “Here’s what we need you to do,’’ he continued. 
 
  



Chapter 12 

Zephyr Badge 
 
Ethan stood in front of Elm’s lab. The lab was still in New Bark, yet it sat on a 
mountainside, rather than its usual spot in front of a forest. Ethan’s vision lacked 
clarity, he could only focus on small details at a time. Professor Elm stood next to 
him, surveying the mountain behind his lab. Ethan too, gazed up at the mountain. 
It was barren: no trees, no signs of movement – just dusty slopes. Ethan looked 
back down at the lab, a figure in a long-sleeved black uniform was walking up the 
stairs towards the lab entrance. Ethan stepped forward and saw that it was Kamon, 
back to steal the Pokémon. He was dressed as a member of Team Rocket. It 
looked natural for him to be wearing the Rocket garb. He’s going to steal all of the 
Pokémon again, thought Ethan. He looked to Elm for help, but Elm had gone. 
Looking back to Kamon, Ethan noticed he was wearing regular clothes now. Maybe 
he won’t steal them now that he’s wearing regular clothes, thought Ethan. He walked 
forward to investigate what Kamon was doing in the lab when the ground began to 
rumble. The rumble felt as if it travelled from the depths of the Earth. Ethan 
paused and splayed his arms outwards for stability. A thunderous crack sounded. 
Ethan looked up to the mountain top. A spray of orange-red magma shot into the 
sky. Ethan realised that it was not a mountain. The volcano’s emissions 
emblazoned the sky with fiery rage. The rim of the volcano was lit up with 
imminent magma flows. Another crack and giant globs of lava launched up and 
outwards. Ethan went to run, but he knew that it was futile; the reach of the 
eruptive blast was too large. He remembered Kamon in the lab. Ethan went to run 
towards the building. He looked up and saw the descending magma rain down. His 
eyes widened with fear, and his muscles tensed in preparation as a flaming mass of 
molten rock plummeted towards his body. 
 
Ethan awoke instantly. His heart was pounding, and his system was saturated with 
adrenaline. Internally, his body had prepared itself for a real-life catastrophe. Ethan 
slowed his breathing and thought through the experience of the dream. He had 
had catastrophic dreams in the past; this one reminded him of the scale of fear 
they can induce. 
 
Ethan lay on his side, staring out of the window. Today was the day he was 
challenging Falkner and the Violet Gym cronies. Ethan considered that his 
subconscious angst of both the gym battle, and his recent run-in with Kamon were 
responsible for his traumatic dreams. He got out of bed and prepared for the most 
important battle of his nascent Pokémon training career. 
 
Still in the Pokémon Centre, Ethan sat at the plastic tables in the dining room. His 
Cyndaquil sat beside him, finishing off an over-sized breakfast. The Pokémon 
licked the last of the crumbs from his plate then looked up at Ethan. Cyndaquil’s 
tongue emerged to collect the residual food from his whiskers. Ethan sat silently, 



patting his Pokémon’s silky head. He sat, wondering about his traumatic dream, 
and his more than likely traumatic afternoon. His Cyndaquil carefully negotiated 
the gap between the chairs and hopped onto Ethan’s lap, curling into a ball. 
Cyndaquil was reassuringly warm. 
 
A Chansey waddled over to wipe the table. The Pokémon wore a small nurses’ hat 
that balanced on its large pink head. Ethan daydreamed, staring blankly at the cloth 
wiping over the table’s surface. He was extremely nervous just imagining the gym’s 
exterior. The last time he had entered that building, he was mortified in front of 
the gym guide. Ethan was reluctant to show his face again. 
 
As Chansey cleaned, Ethan thought he heard semi-inaudible words of reassurance 
murmur from the Pokémon. He looked at Chansey, and it stared back at him, 
smiling with blank eyes. It was just my mind hearing what it needed to hear, he thought. 
Ethan finished his breakfast, a meal almost twice as large as normal. 
 
Ethan sat outside the Pokémon Centre and called Professor Elm to tell him about 
the Totodile thief sighting, and a new move learnt by Cyndaquil. 
 
Ethan sat on the curb, talking with Elm on his Pokégear. 
 
     “...I haven’t had the time to contact you Ethan,’’ said Elm, “but over the last 
week I’ve been in constant contact with Professor Birch from the Hoenn region. It 
turns out, that he too has discovered a population of Cyndaquil, Totodile, and 
Chikorita. Of course, he was aware of my initial discovery, and so adopted the 
naming convention of my aide and I.’’ 
 
Ethan was shocked by the news: he was under the impression that his Cyndaquil 
was the only known individual. 
 
     “Birch found a naturally occurring population, and what’s more is, he 
discovered a subsequent evolutionary stage to Cyndaquil. We have been discussing 
a collaborative effort to co-write some papers on this family, including the 
Cyndaquils’ next stage. We decided to give the species the common name of 
Quilava due to its quill-like flames, similar to those you described of Cyndaquil.’’ 
 
Ethan was extremely excited to hear this news. He remembered to notify Elm of 
Kamon’s appearance in Sprout Tower; Elm was relieved to know a possible 
location for his missing Totodile. As Elm spoke, Alex and Elize approached. 
Ethan knew that his conversation with Elm was coming to an end, and so began 
winding it up. He did not want to leave his new friends standing there in silence. 
Though there were other Totodile in the wild, Elm wanted Ethan to find Kamon: 
 



     “Follow him Ethan – find out where he is and alert the authorities,’’ said Elm as 
he hung up the laboratory video phone. 
 
Alex motioned to Ethan: 
 
     “Have you booked in?’’ He asked. 
 
Ethan nodded slowly. 
 
     “One o’ clock,’’ he said, “are you two still coming along?’’ 
 
The couple enthusiastically assured him of their attendance.  
 
     “See you at your big match,’’ they said as they entered the centre. 
 
Ethan glanced at the time, it was 11:21AM. He knew that he still had to battle two 
preliminary trainers in the gym before he could face Falkner. Ethan went to his 
locker, got his things together, then made his way through the city towards 
Falkner’s gym. 
 
Ethan was just a block away from three battles that would decide his skill as a 
Pokémon trainer. As he approached a set of traffic lights, he withdrew the 
pamphlet from Earl’s Pokémon Academy and unfolded it. To his surprise, he 
noticed a colourful chart on the underside of one of the pamphlet’s folds. It was a 
type match-up chart that detailed the effectiveness of each type of attack against 
each Pokémon type. Ethan scanned to the Flying-type section. Electric, Ice, and 
Rock-typed attacks are super-effective against Flying-typed Pokémon. Ethan 
already knew that his Geodude had a type advantage against Falkner. The 
pedestrian light still had not changed so he looked at the offensive column. Flying-
typed attacks are super-effective against Bug, Fighting, and Grass-typed Pokémon. 
The light changed and Ethan walked; Violet Gym came into sight. The building 
towered above him. 
 
Ethan entered the foyer once more, hopefully the last time for a while, he thought. Jim 
the gym guide walked suavely over to Ethan.  
 
     “Ethan,’’ he said, with his toothy smile. “Welcome back, good to see you.’’ 
 
After his embarrassing defeat at the talons of Abe, Ethan’s hypothetical scenario of 
walking into the gym had been rife with shame. But upon seeing the cheery face of 
the gym guide in front of him, Ethan felt buoyed for the opportunity to challenge 
Abe again. 
 
     “Thanks Jim, you too!’’ 



 
     “Now Ethan, as before, you’ll have to re-challenge the two preliminary trainers 
before you get the opportunity to battle Falkner.’’ 
 
Ethan nodded sincerely. 
 
     “Okay then, let’s go. Coincidentally you’ll be battling Abe and Rod – the two 
trainers you met last time,’’ he said. 
 
Ethan and Jim entered the cylindrical glass elevator. The capsule sealed behind 
them and shot upwards through the tower. 
 
Ethan was concerned about the battles ahead, but confident in the strength of his 
Pokémon team. He stood tall as the elevator ascended. 
 
The capsule slowed, and the door unravelled.  
 
     “Our stop,’’ said Jim. “Good luck Ethan.’’ 
 
Ethan walked out of the elevator and into the room. The bird trainers Abe and 
Rod were standing in their same locations – on wooden planks projecting over an 
apparent chasm. Both trainers had bird Pokémon gripping their padded arms. 
Ethan stood on the platform of solid ground, ready to walk out onto the 
precarious pathway. 
 
     “You’re back rather quickly,’’ said Abe the bird keeper. 
 
     “Yes, but I’m more than ready this time,’’ replied Ethan. 
 
     “Great, then let’s battle! Spearow!’’ 
 
The red winged bird Pokémon dropped from Abe’s arm and glided around the 
room. Ethan strode out onto the board walk, and paused metres from his foe. 
 
     “Geodude, I choose you!’’ 
 
Ethan clicked off the front-most Pokéball on his belt and lobbed it upwards into 
the air. Geodude flashed out from his ball and crashed down on the boards. Ethan 
caught his empty Pokéball and clipped it back onto his belt. 
 
Geodude did not have any offensive techniques that were super-effective against 
these bird Pokémon, but his rocky hide was resistant to both their Flying-typed, 
and Normal-typed attacks. 
 



Abe’s Spearow circled around the room, keeping its eyes fixed on Geodude.  
 
     “Spearow – use Peck!’’ 
 
The Spearow dropped down from the rafters and aimed for Ethan’s Geodude. 
 
     “Geodude – Defense Curl.’’ 
 
Geodude wrapped his arms around his body. Spearow swooped and clipped 
Geodude with its razor sharp beak. A dull knock sounded as Spearow’s peck 
connected with its target.  
 
     “Defense Curl again,’’ said Ethan. 
 
     “Fury Attack,’’ called Abe. 
 
The Spearow circled around the room once more, then dropped in to begin 
furiously swooping and pecking its foe. Geodude’s arms protected his face during 
the onslaught. Spearow came in for a third joust. 
 
     “Tackle!’’ Called Ethan. 
 
As the foe closed in, Geodude swung out his arm and slapped the speeding 
Spearow. Feathers puffed into the air, and Spearow spiralled past in a daze. It 
flapped its wings heavily to slow its momentum and regain composure.  
 
     “Great work Geodude, keep it up.’’ 
 
Abe was beginning to become concerned about the battle. He used both hands to 
straighten his mohawk as he thought. He was looking at Geodude. The Pokémon 
was rock-solid, it was low to the ground and could easily damage his bird Pokémon 
with its stony appendages. And the only way his Spearow could damage Geodude 
was by coming physically close to those appendages. 
 
     “Spearow use Leer!’’ 
 
Leer would reverse the effects of Geodude’s Defense Curls, Abe thought. 
 
Spearow arrowed towards Geodude’s delicate eyes, it glared straight into them as it 
flew. Feet before collision, the Spearow pulled straight up, skimming right over the 
rock Pokémon. The manoeuvre startled Geodude, reducing his composure. 
 
Spearow glided around the room out of Geodude’s reach. Abe was biding his time, 
wondering what to do. 



 
     “Come on Abe,’’ called Rod the other bird trainer, “I want ‘me Pidgeys to have 
a try.’’ 
 
Abe could not think of a way out of this stalemate, he came to a resignation.  
 
     “Spearow, try to finish it with another Fury Attack!’’ 
 
Spearow dive-bombed the huddled Geodude. Geodude sat, covering his face, 
waiting for the perfect time. Spearow continued slamming into Geodude with full 
force.  
 
     “Whenever you’re ready,’’ said Ethan to his Geodude. 
 
Spearow pulled up from its last attack, turned, then plummeted back for Geodude 
again. 
 
Geodude unwrapped his arms from his body and turned to face Spearow’s strike. 
Spearow was going too fast to pull-out from the dive. Moments from impact, 
Geodude opened his hands then clapped them shut – clamping Spearow in place. 
Geodude held the bird Pokémon in a vice. Downy feathers fell as the bird 
squirmed for freedom. 
 
     “Spearow!’’ Called Abe. 
 
     “Geodude, release,’’ said Ethan. 
 
Geodude gurgled with his husky, muddy voice, and then released Spearow. It fell 
to the ground. 
 
     “This can’t be true,’’ said Abe, “Spearow, return.’’ 
 
Geodude hammered on the planks with his knuckles. 
 
Clapping sounded from behind Ethan, it was the gym guide.  
 
     “Well done Champ. I had a good feeling about today,’’ he said. 
 
Ethan was beaming from his victory. Abe left his position on the board walk, and 
trotted to the solid platform on the other side of the room, as he passed Rod he 
spoke under his breath: 
 
     “This is pathetic, losing to some rookie trainer.’’ 
 



Rod shrugged his shoulders. He patted his Pidgey on the head as Ethan 
approached.  
 
     “I have two Pokémon, two Pidgeys for you to battle. For success, the key word 
is ‘guts’. Those here are training night and day to become bird Pokémon masters. 
Come on!’’ Said Rod. 
 
Ethan didn’t understand, but prepared for battle nonetheless. 
 
Above, on the Violet Gym rooftop, Falkner’s fans had begun to amass in 
preparation for the battle. Pokémon trainers from all over Violet City would 
frequently come together to watch hopefuls challenge Falkner for the Zephyr 
Badge. Though the challengers were rarely successful, the battles were a spectacle 
for the audience. Further, many of the audience members had aspirations of 
obtaining the Zephyr Badge in the future, and paying close attention to Falkner’s 
techniques increased the likelihood of their success. 
 
Falkner stood, talking with a few familiar fans that consistently showed up to the 
gym battles. They were eagerly asking him questions about the new challenger. 
 
Half an hour later, the audience had grown to its usual size and the anticipation 
was brewing. The door to the staircase creaked open. Ethan and Jim the gym guide 
were standing in the doorway. Jim strode over and stood on the side of the gym 
court, exactly in the middle. Ethan walked nervously over to the painted challenger 
box at one end of the gym’s court. The rabble of the audience quieted down. 
Ethan spotted Falkner standing opposite him. Falkner wore black slippers with 
white socks pulled upto his knees. He wore a pale blue jacket over a loose fitting 
blue karate uniform tightened with a white sash. He had black arm bands for his 
bird Pokémon to perch upon. Ethan looked to the crowd and saw that many of 
them stood with tilted heads, staring at Falkner. 
 
Ethan and Falkner walked towards each other and met in the middle of the court. 
Both trainers shook hands and nodded. 
 
Jim stepped forward and raised a conical device to his mouth, it was a compact 
megaphone. 
 
     “This is an official gym challenge between the Violet Gym leader: Falkner,’’ Jim 
paused to allow the crowd time to applaud and whistle. 
 
Jim’s megaphoned voice projected with clarity across the entire roof. He 
continued: 
 



     “...between the Violet Gym leader: Falkner, and the challenger: Ethan from 
New Bark Town.’’  
 
A second round of applause sounded for Ethan. Ethan began to tremble with 
apprehension. He scanned the audience and spotted the two friends he had met on 
his first night in Violet. They gave a reassuring wave. Breath slowly, he thought. 
Ethan removed his cap and re-affixed it smoother and tighter. Breath slowly. Ethan 
imagined getting defeated in front of such a large group of people. The thought 
made him cringe. Then he imagined the prospect of freezing up, becoming unable 
to give commands to his Pokémon team, then getting rapidly defeated. He felt 
queasy. 
 
Jim the gym guide, and referee continued: 
 
     “Ethan is competing for the Zephyr Badge, an official Johto League Pokémon 
badge. This match has a two Pokémon limit, the battle will be over when either 
trainer has both of their Pokémon knocked out. Mid-battle switching is permitted.’’ 
 
Ethan attempted to quell his concerns. He diverted his gaze from Falkner and 
looked at the scenery visible from his spot on the rooftop. He saw Sprout Tower, 
standing tall and majestic for centuries. A giant Bellsprout: confident in its stability, 
capable of persevering through inundation. Ethan assumed his Pokémaster stance; 
he stabilised the balls of his feet with the roof’s surface and pulled up the arms of 
his jacket.  
 
     “Trainers,’’ Jim announced, “choose your Pokémon.’’ 
 
     “I’ll show you the real power of the magnificent bird Pokémon!’’ Yelled Falkner 
pointing at Ethan. 
 
Falkner cast his Pokéball into the middle of the court: 
 
     “Pidgey, go!’’ 
 
Ethan was slightly intimidated by Falkner’s shouting, but he followed suit: 
      
     “Geodude, I choose you!’’ He yelled, throwing in his Pokéball with flair. 
 
Falkner’s Pokéball opened near the middle of the court – Pidgey emerged, calling 
as it flew from its ball. Pidgey was the first stage of the three Pokémon family that 
also contained Pidgeotto. It looked like a smaller version of Pidgeotto, but with 
more subtle plumage. The audience applauded Falkner’s first Pokémon. The 
Pidgey stretched its wings: it flew up into the sky, arced, then came back down. 
 



Geodude also emerged from his Pokéball. He landed on the rooftop with a rocky 
clunk. He held his body up with his arms, and then knuckle-walked over to his 
position on the court. Geodude collected sand and grit on the bottoms of his 
knuckles as he walked – he was reminded of his natural habitat. 
 
     “Pidgey, pick up some speed,’’ said Falkner. 
 
Falkner had already heard about Ethan’s dismal effort in his initial battle with Abe. 
Falkner hoped that Ethan would use his Fire-typed Pokémon in this battle as well; 
he was prepared for fire Pokémon. He was also not surprised to see the challenger 
using a Rock-typed Pokémon. Rock, Ice, and Electric-types were the most 
common adversaries faced by Falkner as they are all super-effective against flying 
Pokémon. But Falkner had a trick up his sleeve to bring down two of those three 
types. That is why there was so much sand and crushed rock on the roof’s surface. 
 
Pidgey flew in circles around Geodude. Ethan was getting nervous at the speed 
generated by Pidgey. 
 
     “Geodude, use Tackle!’’ Called Ethan. 
 
Pidgey soared past Geodude, clipping his back before he had time to turn. 
Geodude swung around angrily and clumsily. 
  
     “Make sure it can’t follow you,’’ called Falkner to his Pidgey. 
 
Pidgey continued darting around through the air. It slowed to hover on the spot, 
and then started beating its wings furiously. The air created by the Pidgey’s wings 
swept over the rooftop, it picked up debris which began to swirl around. Geodude 
covered his eyes with one hand, and remained propped up on the other. Ethan 
realised that he wasn’t taking control of the battle; the Pidgey had more initiative than 
him, he thought. 
 
     “Pidgey, use Mud-Slap.’’ 
 
Ethan was confused. He did not know that Pidgey could learn a Ground-typed 
attack like Mud-Slap. 
 
With the whirling debris in the air, Geodude could not keep his eyes on the foe. 
He lost track of the Pidgey. Pidgey swooped in from behind Geodude and clapped 
its wings together. A harsh jet of muddy dust slapped Geodude from behind. 
Geodude was knocked forward off of his propped, stabilising arm. Ethan 
remembered from Earl’s type match-up chart that Ground-typed moves were 
super-effective against Geodude...and Cyndaquil.  
 



     “Geodude, use Rock Polish!’’ Yelled Ethan. 
 
Geodude gripped his coarse hands around his own biceps and then ran them down 
his arms. Bits of shale and rock shed from his hide. He rapidly exfoliated the rest 
of his boulder-shaped head and body with his rough hands. 
 
     “Build up speed as well, roll away from the Sand-Attack,’’ commanded Ethan. 
 
Pidgey also lost sight of its foe within the clouds of sand. It flew higher to get a 
better view. 
 
Now free from hindering material, Geodude was much faster. He pushed off with 
his arms and broke into a roll with his spherical body. He used his arms to push 
himself along and gain momentum. Falkner’s Pidgey spotted Geodude’s rolling 
body emerge from the sand cloud. 
 
     “Mud-Slap again,’’ called Falkner. 
 
Pidgey flew down to attack the rolling Geodude.  
 
     “Geodude, use Rock Polish again,’’ called Ethan. 
 
The rapidly rotating Geodude stretched his arms outwards for stability, then struck 
them down, punching the ground. The audience watched on as the rotating 
Geodude span upwards through the air, then clunked back down – shedding more 
of his excess weight onto the ground in his trail. The audience applauded the 
coordinated manoeuvre. Geodude pressed himself into the hard ground as he 
rolled, smoothing his rough surface for maximimum efficiency. Geodude’s speed 
had increased by a further 100%. Falkner’s Pidgey was soaring behind Geodude, 
unable to keep up. 
 
     “I said use Mud-Slap!’’ Exclaimed Falkner. 
 
Geodude and the trailing Pidgey were zipping along the length of the oval-shaped 
rooftop; Geodude rotated past the audience who gave it a cheer. Pidgey cooed in 
frustration. Geodude began executing a wide rolling turn, following the arc of the 
roof’s perimeter. Pidgey broke from Geodude’s trail, cutting perpendicularly across 
the rooftop.  
 
     “Geodude, Defense Curl,’’ said Ethan. 
 
Geodude reduced his rotational energy and halted his roll. He tensed all of his 
muscles to increase his defence. Pidgey flew over to Geodude and reared to 
execute Mud-Slap. Geodude’s speed was still drastically increased, he spotted 



Pidgey and broke into a lightning fast knuckle-run towards the bird Pokémon. 
Pidgey slammed its wings together once more. Mud sprayed towards the charging 
foe’s face, but Geodude casually slapped it aside with his enormous hand. The two 
Pokémon were metres from each other. Geodude performed a push-up and leapt 
through the air towards Pidgey. 
 
     “Mud-Slap again,’’ said Falkner. 
 
     “Use Tackle,’’ said Ethan. 
 
As Geodude hurled through the air, Pidgey slapped a slick of mud into Geodude’s 
face. The mud hit square-on, but Geodude’s bouldered body was not impeded as it 
crunched straight into Pidgey. 
 
Pidgey was seriously injured yet regained its footing. 
 
     “Pidgey, use Tackle,’’ said Falkner. 
 
Pidgey threw itself violently into Geodude who didn’t attempt to dodge. The attack 
collided, but Geodude did not budge; Falkner’s Pokémon weighed less than 10% 
of Ethan’s. Geodude lowered his bottom jaw and growled in response to the 
Tackle. The audience applauded Geodude’s demonstration of sturdiness. 
 
     “Geodude, you use Tackle,’’ said Ethan. 
 
Geodude pushed off the ground and impacted with Pidgey. Each person on the 
rooftop knew the round had been won. 
 
     “Return,’’ said Falkner sternly. 
 
The crowd began cheering. 
 
     “First round goes to Ethan’s Geodude!’’ Boomed the voice of Jim the referee. 
 
Geodude flexed his rocky muscles to the crowd. 
 
     “Well done Geodude!’’ Celebrated Ethan, “You’re the best!’’ 
 
     “Falkner has just one Pokémon left,’’ said the referee. “But he has definitely 
saved the best for last,’’ Jim added to rile up Falkner’s fans. 
 
Falkner did not comment. 
 
     “Pidgeotto,’’ he called, throwing his Pokéball into the sky. 



 
Pidgeotto shot out of its ball and rocketed across the rooftop. The audience 
exploded with claps and cheers. The great bird screeched as it flew, searching the 
roof’s surface to identify its foe. Its eagle-eyes fixated on Geodude. Pidgeotto had a 
vermilion crest of feathers that grew from its forehead and stretched backwards 
over its head. The bird’s face had black symmetrical markings that travelled from 
the bottom of the eyelid, to the cheek, and then to its chin. 
 
Geodude looked upwards to the sky to spot Pidgeotto; the Sun’s rays blinded his 
eyes. Then, Pidgeotto’s gliding silhoette passed over, giving momentary relief. 
Geodude was intimidated by the presence of the enormous bird gliding above; the 
giant avian shadow passed over once more.  
 
     “Pidgeotto, Quick Attack and then Mud-Slap!’’ Falkner called into the sky. 
 
 
Geodude glanced up again to see where the Pokémon was, but it was gone. 
Pidgeotto had swooped down behind Geodude and was darting through the air 
towards its target. Geodude swivelled, and was instantly met by the beak of the 
ballistic bird Pokémon. The beak collected Geodude, sending him flying 
backwards. Geodude came to a stop and went to prop himself back up. The 
Pidgeotto was relentless; it had already turned, and was returning. Geodude had 
almost regained his stance, when Pidgeotto reached him. 
 
     “Mud-Slap now!’’ Called Falkner. 
 
Pidgeotto, on a path of collision with Geodude, leaned back and scraped its 
taloned feet into the dirty rooftop and slid forward. It pounded its wings as it slid, 
riding a wave of dirty debris that pummelled into Geodude. It was all playing out 
too fast for Ethan to comprehend, let alone command. 
 
     “Now that’s a Mud-Slap,’’ called Falkner, subtly aiming the comment at Ethan. 
 
The mess cleared, and Pidgeotto came to a complete stop. It began striding about. 
Geodude was a large rock lying in a bed of sand and other pebbly fragments. 
 
     “Geodude has been knocked out!’’ Called Jim over the megaphone. 
 
The crowd whistled and clapped for Falkner’s victory.  
 
     “Both trainers are down to one Pokémon now,’’ said Jim. 
 



Ethan had hoped that his Geodude could damage Falkner’s Pidgeotto before he 
got knocked out. Since that did not happen, it was now just one on one. Ethan 
looked into the crowd. His friend Alex looked over and gave him a thumbs up. 
 
     “Timon, I choose you!’’ Called Ethan as he threw his Pokéball outwards. 
 
The Pokéball was sent forward, it spiralled and opened, releasing its glowing 
contents. The force of the exiting Pokémon caused the ball to reverse its 
momentum and shoot backwards through the air. The ball returned and landed 
straight into Ethan’s outstretched hand. 
 
Cyndaquil crouched on the gym court. Its tiny mammalianoid body was smaller 
than a single one of Pidgeotto’s wings.   
 
     “Let’s do this quickly,’’ said Falkner, “use Quick Attack.’’ 
 
Pidgeotto began flying towards the huddled Cyndaquil.  
 
     “Use Quick Attack as well,’’ said Ethan. 
 
Cyndaquil broke into a run. He bounded forwards with his muscled hind legs; the 
stubby forelimbs obviously struggled to keep the pace. Pidgeotto honed in on its 
prey; it had caught and eaten similar-sized mammals in the past. Cyndaquil led the 
chase by metres, but Pidgeotto was much faster and caught up quickly. 
 
     “Quick Attack!’’ Said Falkner. 
 
Pidgeotto dipped and rasped with its talons; Cyndaquil deftly leapt to the side and 
continued bounding. Pidgeotto turned and continued after the foe. Cyndaquil 
darted around, past the crowd and back onto the main court. Pidgeotto closed-in 
once more and grabbed for Cyndaquil, this time its talons connected and 
Cyndaquil was scratched. 
 
Ethan realised that his Pokémon could not keep this up. He just isn’t fast enough, he 
thought.  
 
     “Cyndaquil, slow down and use SmokeScreen,’’ called Ethan. 
 
Considering his Pokémon was not fast enough, Ethan thought he may be able to 
lure Pidgeotto down and burn it. Cyndaquil slowed down and blasted a cloud of 
smoke from its back. The speeding Pidgeotto saw the smoke and pulled upwards. 
 
     “Great work Tim, use SmokeScreen again.’’ 
 



The smoke was thick and acrid; it diffused slowly outwards from its source in all 
directions. It smelt of a gas fuelled fire. Cyndaquil was invisible in the smoky 
shroud. Pidgeotto flew in circles, high in the sky – even its sharp eyes could not 
penetrate the SmokeScreen. 
 
     “Use Quick Attack,’’ called Falkner to his Pidgeotto. 
 
Pidgeotto screeched and then flew down to the smoke. It aimed at an unseen 
target, and then flew through the smoke, grasping with its talons as it went.  
 
     “Again!’’ Called Falkner. 
 
Pidgeotto turned and swooped through the smoke again. As it entered, the smoky 
haze lit up with internal flames. Pidgeotto shot out the other side; the crowd 
gasped as they noticed Pidgeotto’s flight feathers alight. The bird Pokémon flapped 
its wings violently and extinguished them quickly. 
 
Ethan smiled to himself, happy with Cyndaquil’s quick thinking. Falkner was not 
so happy, that’s enough, he thought.  
 
     “Pick that Pokémon up, and blow away that smoke,’’ said Falkner. 
 
Pidgeotto flew down to the SmokeScreen. As it came to land, it flapped its wings 
heavily and whipped up a gust. The powerful wing beats caused the smoke to blow 
across the roof and into the audience. The crowd began coughing. Pidgeotto 
spotted Cyndaquil. It flew over and spread its talons around Cyndaquil’s petite 
frame.  
 
     “No!’’ Ethan yelled involuntarily. 
 
Cyndaquil yelped in panic. Pidgeotto lifted Cyndaquil with ease, the two Pokémon 
were five metres up in the air when Ethan commanded without thinking: 
 
     “Use Ember.’’ 
 
Cyndaquil rolled itself into a ball and shot flames from the four patches on its 
back. The fire scorched Pidgeotto’s scaly feet and soft underbelly. Instinctively it 
released its catch. The audience gasped and Ethan’s heart sank as his Pokémon 
plummeted towards the ground. 
 
Cyndaquil landed solidly on the rooftop. He remained still. As he lay prone, the 
dark fur covering Cyndaquil’s back began to smoulder. The crowd watched on as 
the skin beneath his fur began to emit light from glowing cinders. Cyndaquil 
looked up at Ethan; the top of the Pokémon’s head also began to glow with light. 



Cyndaquil opened his eyes wide and rolled onto his side. The audience was silent, 
watching the Pokémon. Pidgeotto circled overhead. 
 
Once on his side, Cyndaquil began to writhe. He curled into a ball, arching his 
back. He then stretched all of his limbs outwards and brought his back inwards. As 
Cyndaquil stretched, Ethan saw his Pokémon’s body becoming elongated. 
Cyndaquil rolled onto his belly and stretched like a cat. As he did so, his previously 
stubby forelimbs grew to the same length as his hind limbs. The fire patches 
previously confined to Cyndaquil’s back, now burned on the Pokémon’s rump and 
forehead. 
 
Ethan realised Cyndaquil was evolving into his next stage: Quilava. 
 
The cinders on Quilava’s forehead began to catch alight and burn brightly. 
Everybody on the rooftop was intently watching the rapid metamorphosis. 
Quilava’s previously elongated snout began to retract. He barked with his shorter, 
more powerful muzzle. Flames flickered from the Pokémon’s forehead. On either 
side of the newly flaming fire patches, cartilaginous ears projected out from the top 
of his head. Ethan’s new Pokémon had doubled in size and looked entirely 
different. He now had an elongated body with a neck; a streamlined wolverine. 
With the retraction of his snout, he now had forward facing eyes – like a predator. 
The new Pokémon looked over at Ethan with determination. 
 
     “It looks like Ethan’s Cyndaquil has evolved into a formidable foe!’’ 
Announced Jim ecstatically.  
 
The crowd erupted with a mix of applause, cheering, and laughter. The air of the 
match had suddenly changed, and Ethan knew that he had to take control, as did 
Falkner. 
 
     “Quick Attack!’’ Both trainers declared simultaneously. 
 
Quilava jumped up and ran forward. The flames on Quilava’s forehead and rump 
flickered as he leaped forward. Pidgeotto flew straight down and after Quilava.  
 
     “Catch it!’’ Yelled Falkner. 
 
Pidgeotto swooped down; it flexed its talons and then lunged. The dashing Quilava 
nimbly bounded right over the bird’s strike. The audience cheered. The Pokémon 
were jostling in parallel; Quilava pounced and tackled into Pidgeotto’s side. They 
were matched for speed. They sped down the roof’s length, turned, and sped back. 
Both Pokémon dodged and dived towards one another, occasionally bashing 
bodies. Ethan could not discern what was happening from his perspective. 
 



     “Gust,’’ Falkner tried. 
 
Pidgeotto left the race and lifted away from the roof’s surface. It began flapping to 
generate a harsh gust. Its muscular wings swept up violent winds that gushed 
forward but soon lost vigour, Quilava had disappeared too far ahead. 
 
Falkner remembered that Mud-Slap was super-effective.  
 
     “Use Mud-Slap,’’ he said. 
 
Pidgeotto regained its speed and flew low over the rooftop. It sided up to the 
jolting Quilava, and then flew just out of his sight. With Pidgeotto in his blind 
spot, Quilava slowed his running and stopped. 
 
Pidgeotto dropped down from the sky and slammed Quilava with Mud-Slap. The 
spray impacted the Pokémon and caused his flames to dim. Quilava shook the 
mud from his coat. Ethan noticed his Quilava’s head and hind fires – the flames’ 
vigour and voracity hesitated. Pidgeotto landed on the ground and strutted around 
on its large taloned feet. Quilava’s fires flickered randomly. Pidgeotto flapped its 
wings at its foe and screeched. Quilava gnashed his teeth in response, as he did, the 
fire on his head and rump burst into a crackling blaze. 
 
Ethan slid his Pokédex out: 
 
     “Pokémon: unknown,’’ the robotic voice beeped. “Ability: Blaze. When 
Pokémon with the...Blaze ability...have less than or equal to one third their 
maximum energy, the power of Fire-typed attacks increases by 150 percent.’’ 
 
     “WAHOO!’’ Yelled Ethan. 
 
Quilava’s surface was raging with fire. The heat of the flames could be felt on the 
faces of the audience and trainers, as well as Pidgeotto. Pidgeotto, who had 
previously been strutting, began to back pedal in an attempt to collect speed for 
take-off. Pidgeotto ran and flapped its wings. Quilava locked on to the bird and 
took off after it.  
 
     “Fly high,’’ called Falkner. 
 
     “Don’t let it...’’ called Ethan. 
 
Pidgeotto broke into a low glide and began to pick up speed. Quilava bounded 
across the rooftop after it. The bird lifted upwards to escape. It was six feet in the 
air when Quilava pounced upwards. His elongated limbs sprung him skywards: he 
soared through the air and met Pidgeotto from below. 



 
     “Use Ember!’’ Screamed Ethan. 
 
Quilava closed his eyes, and blasted fire from his back. Flames cooked the 
underside of Falkner’s Pidgeotto, the embers licked up and around the bird. 
Pidgeotto cooed weakly as it descended. Both Pokémon landed: Quilava – 
gracefully on its four legs, and Pidgeotto – smoking in a crashing heap.  
 
     “Noooo,’’ yelled Falkner. 
 
     “And the winner is.....Eeeethan from New Bark!’’ Exclaimed the referee. 
 
The rooftop crowd jumped for joy. The young trainers bounced and jostled one 
another in the excitement. Even Falkner’s die-hard fans were overwhelmed with 
elation for Ethan’s victory. Falkner withdrew his Pidgeotto. Ethan dashed forward 
and threw his arms around his Pokémon’s middle. Quilava turned and licked 
Ethan’s face excitedly. The Pokémon panted as he wagged his back half.  
 
     “We won, we won, we won,’’ Ethan chanted at Quilava. 
 
Ethan realised his Pokémon was exhausted. 
 
     “Tim, return,’’ he said. 
 
Quilava returned to his Pokéball – twice as large as when he had left it. 
 
Ethan got to his feet and was met by Falkner standing tall in front of him. A small 
leather box sat in the palm of the gym leader’s outstretched hand. The crowd was 
cheering wildly. Falkner opened the box with his other hand. Inside the box, sitting 
on a navy blue cushion, was a gleaming metallic badge. 
 
     “I present you...with the Zephyr Badge,’’ said Falkner ceremoniously. 
 
The badge was silver and shaped like a pair of wings. Ethan removed the badge 
from its casing. It was cold and perfect. 
 
     “This badge is your first key towards entering either the Johto or Kanto 
Pokémon league,’’ said Falkner. “Furthermore, it signifies your competence as a 
trainer. Badges are recognised by other trainers, and Pokémon, as a sign of 
confidence and success. As such: as long as you hold this badge, every Pokémon in 
your team will have the power of their attacks boosted. Further, Pokémon 
obtained from trades with other trainers will disobey you. This badge stops that 
from happening for Pokémon up to level twenty.’’ 
 



The advice was beginning to overwhelm Ethan. He was too hyper-active from 
adrenaline to listen properly.  
 
     “Here, have these too.’’ 
 
Falkner handed Ethan a satchel. 
 
     “In there, is my favourite technical machine, and maybe your least favourite, 
TM31: Mud-Slap. It reduces the enemy’s accuracy while it causes damage. In other 
words, it is both defensive and offensive. Also, my father, who previously ran this 
gym, had a tradition. If he remained undefeated for ten gym challenges in a row, he 
would award the first winner with a nugget of gold. You, Ethan, are that trainer.’’ 
 
Falkner bowed at Ethan. The gym leader’s female fans screamed frantically as he 
did.  
 
     “There are other Pokémon gyms in cities and towns ahead. You should test 
your skills at these gyms. I’m going to train hard to become the greatest bird 
master. And when I do – we’ll have a rematch!’’ 
 
Ethan smiled and nodded, he turned to leave for the exit. He was intercepted by 
the gym guide: 
 
     “Nice battle!’’ He smiled. “Keep it up, and you’ll be the champ in no time at 
all,’’ said Jim. 
 
     “Thank you,’’ said Ethan, “I hope you enjoyed the match.’’ 
 
     “Most definitely,’’ replied Jim. “Say. I saw you glancing over at Sprout Tower 
during the tougher parts of the match. Inspiring location, wouldn’t you say?’’ Said 
Jim with a mischievous tone. 
 
Ethan was surprised at the guide’s perceptiveness.  
 
     “Being a freelance gym guide and all,’’ said Jim, “for I while now I’ve been 
banking on writing a book about an upstart trainer.’’ Jim began to enact scenes 
from his book, “’battles his way from the bottom to the top, ‘ain’t nothing  to stop 
‘im. You seem like the model of my character. What do you say Ethan, do you 
mind if I catalogue each of your gym battles and use them for my novel?’’ 
 
     “Not at all,’’ said Ethan bemusedly. “I guess it would be neat to have some sort 
of record.’’ 
 
Ethan thought about the offer. 



 
     “Great, I’m inspired to start writing already,’’ said Jim. 
 
Ethan walked towards the exit. He wondered about the sages of Sprout Tower, how 
was his Bellsprout doing, was she meditating peacefully? Ethan remembered the Flash TM 
awarded to him by Sage Li – maybe he could now explore Dark Cave on Route 31. 
He descended some stairs and made his way to the futuristic elevator. 
 
 
Ethan stepped out the front of the gym, he checked the time on his Pokégear, it 
was mid-afternoon. Before he had lowered his wrist, his Pokégear screen lit-up and 
began to ring. It was Professor Elm. 
 
     “Hello, Ethan? We discovered something about the egg! My assistant is at the 
Pokémon Centre in Violet City. Could you talk to him?’’ 
 
Ethan agreed, but before he could respond, Elm had hung up. 
 
Ethan walked through the city, making his way to meet Elm’s aide. Ethan felt 
bubbly and overjoyed at his victory. A gym badge, he kept repeating in his mind, he’d 
won a gym badge. 
  
The Sun had begun to descend in the sky, and the city was now coloured a 
peaceful orange. Ethan casually glanced upwards from the busy city street; he 
looked straight up, to the apices of the towers. He spotted a giant blue triangle 
soaring overhead; it was Falkner – the young gym leader. Ethan watched Falkner 
sailing through the afternoon sky. He wondered what Falkner was thinking about. 
 
Ethan made it to the Pokémon Centre. Inside the building, Professor Elm’s 
bespectacled assistant was waiting in the foyer.  
 
     “Ethan, long time, no see,’’ said the Aide, shaking his hand. “Professor Elm 
asked me to find you. He has another favour to ask. Would you take the Pokémon 
egg?’’ 
 
Ethan was confused. He looked down and saw that the assistant was holding the 
egg’s respirator, slightly behind his back.  
 
     “Why?’’ Asked Ethan. 
 
     “We discovered that a Pokémon will not hatch until it grows in the egg. It also 
has to be with other active Pokémon to hatch,’’ said the research assistant. “Ethan, 
you’re the only person we can rely on.’’ 
 



Ethan did not want the encumbrance of the egg’s bulky chamber, but he was 
curious to know what species was inside.  
 
     “Okay,’’ he conceded, holding his hand out to take the chamber. 
 
     “Great!’’ Nodded the aide with excitement. “Please call Professor Elm when 
that egg hatches,’’ he said. “I must be off...’’ his eyes darted about as he thought. 
“Good luck Ethan.’’ 
 

* * * 

 
That night, Ethan sat in the Pokémon Centre dining area for the last time before 
heading off to Route 36. From Route 36 he would travel to Azalea Town and visit 
the Slowpoke Well that he had heard about. More importantly, he thought: he would 
battle the Azalea Town gym leader – Bugsy the bug Pokémon specialist. Ethan had 
just been discussing the prospect of obtaining Bugsy’s badge, the Hive Badge, with 
his friends. 
 
Ethan had three tables pushed together, and was joined by a dozen other trainers 
including the three friends that he had met on his first night in Violet City. All of 
Ethan’s Pokémon were being rejuvenated by Nurse Joy after a healthy showering 
of food and celebration for their collective victory. Alex and Elize, the older couple 
of Pokémon trainers spoke enthusiastically: 
 
     “We’ve never seen a battle like that before,’’ they told Arden, the elderly 
gentleman. “No wonder why Falkner hasn’t been beaten for over ten matches in a 
row...’’ said Alex earnestly. 
 
A younger boy on an adjacent table turned to Ethan.  
 
     “Which trainers academy do you go to Ethan? Because I go to Earl’s and we 
haven’t learnt anything like that before...’’ 
 
Ethan modestly explained his experience to the young boy and resumed listening 
in. 
 
After some minutes of retelling and reliving the gym battle with Falkner, the 
conversation changed. Arden turned to Ethan who sat in an embarrassment 
induced silence. The mystery egg’s chamber sat on Ethan’s knees, he was looking 
at the egg through the glass as the old man spoke to him. 
 
     “’Sounds like you clashed with a true bird master, young Ethan,’’ said Arden. 
“A victory over a gym leader twice your age. That sounds like the making of 
another Red figure. Though, I can’t imagine such a hero would be necessary in the 



Johto region,’’ Arden winced his eyes and recalled some recent newscasts, 
“especially not during the all-round peaceful time we’ve been experiencing at the 
moment.’’ 
 
Ethan leaned back from the table and stared at his egg. I wonder where I’ll be when it 
hatches, he thought. 
  



Epilogue 

Goldenrod Radio Tower 
 
Two men simultaneously pressed their gloved hands against the thick-glass of 
Goldenrod Radio Tower’s rotating doors. They entered the foyer of the famous 
broadcasting megastructure. The foyer was furnished with lavish marble tiles and 
columns; in the centre of the room was an intricate mosaic of various stylised 
Pokémon. The receptionist smiled at the two characters. 
 
     “May I help you?’’ she asked. 
 
The two men paused, and walked over to the reception with hesitation. The men 
were in their thirties, but looked haggard and ran-down. They twitched and 
scanned erratically around the room as they approached. 
 
An elderly man sitting in the lobby sensed the hesitant footsteps of the visitors and 
gazed up from his journal. It was Professor Oak, he sat on a maroon lounge 
drinking a cup of tea. He observed the bizarre behaviour of the two characters 
from afar. He glanced back down at his journal, but listened without reading. One 
of the men at the counter spoke: 
 
     “Ah yes, we just have a meeting on the fifth level with...’’ the man responded 
with a husky voice. He paused in thought, “DJ Mary,’’ he conjured. 
 
     “Oh, ok,’’ nodded the young girl. 
 
They stepped away from the desk. One of them whispered angrily to the other: 
 
     “I thought we were checking out the third level first!’’ He hissed angrily. 
 
The other man stopped walking, he swung his head around and glared the other in 
the eyes with white-eyed frustration. Tension boiled between their twisted faces as 
they resumed walking. As they glanced up to see where they were going, they were 
stopped immediately. Professor Oak stood in front of them holding his tea 
steadily. The old professor had a wide smile on his face. 
 
     “Mary’s studio is actually on the fourth floor,’’ said Oak kindly. 
 
Oak’s mouth stretched into a smile, but his eyes pierced straight into those of the 
two men. 
 
     “I can take you there now if you like,’’ said Oak. “I begin recording in half an 
hour.’’ 



The two Rocket grunts had been politely apprehended. The professor scanned 
over their clothes and faces quickly, attempting to remember all of the details. Both 
of the men had dark facial hair. One had thinning, receding hair, and while the 
other’s was thick. 
 
     “That’s okay,’’ said one of the men. “We were going to get some lunch from 
the cafeteria first.’’ 
 
The other Rocket nodded sternly, attempting to intimidate the professor with his 
stare.  
 
     “I won’t bother you then,’’ said the Professor, “I’ll let you get back to 
business,’’ he said bowing his head. 
 
Once Oak had left their field of vision, the Rockets entered the bathroom and 
jammed the door shut behind them. They changed their clothes and rapidly shaved 
off their facial hear. One of the Rockets withdrew a chunky pair of glasses with a 
tiny disguised video camera on the bridge and activated it.  
 
     “Okay, the broadcasting gear is on levels three and four,’’ whispered one of the 
grunts towards the tiny camera on the other’s glasses, “we’re not stealin’ nuttin’, 
we’re just snoopin’ out the place – an’ makin’ a shopping list...to then steal later. 
Project R, step one: resource acquisition. You ready?’’ 
 
The other Rocket nodded silently, pushing the thick glasses up the bridge of his 
nose. They unjammed the door. Both men swiftly left the bathroom, strode 
towards the elevator, and pressed for level three. 

 


